
 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 
 

Program    Day   Time 

 

Eyewitness News This Morning  M-F    7:00-9:00am 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Eyewitness News This Morning  Sun    7:00-7:30pm 

This is a locally produced live news program that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related 

stories. The issue responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

The Catch it Kansas Show  Fridays thru May  11:00pm 

This is a locally produced live sports program that recaps the local sporting events at the High School level. 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Mon-Thur  11:00pm – 11:30pm 

Rebroadcast   Mon-Fri In July 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Mon-Sun  1:30am – 2:00am 

Rebroadcast 

 

KSCW rebroadcasts the M-F 10:00pm News Program produced by KWCH-TV. This is a locally produced 

live news programs that presents a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue 

responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise noted. 

 

First Business   Monday – Friday  4:30am-5:00am 

First Business   Monday – Friday  6:30am-7:00am R 

 

First Business is a nationally syndicated program that previews the day’s news and trading day, digging 

deeper for the real ideas to make their money work. 

 

Public Service    All Days   Any times 

KSCW broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying lengths throughout its 

broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of campaigns on one subject.  



 

 

Features in Newscasts M-F 7am – 9am 
 

The Doctor Is In – Monday 

A doctor from Wesley Medical or Via Christi answer viewer’s medical questions.  They 

also share advice for keeping healthy between doctors’ visits. 

  

Kids Corner – Every Other Monday 

Topical issues affecting kids today.  We talk about everything from violent video games 

to autism. 

  

New You – Every Other Monday 

Finding ways for self-improvement. This includes eating healthier, working out and 

emotional health issues. 

  

Tasty Tuesday – Tuesday  

A variety of chefs share their easy recipes and or decorating ideas. 

  

Legal Counsel – Wednesday 

Lawyer Charlie O’Hara is here to answer legal questions.   

  

Listen Up – Thursday 

Local musicians and bands show off their skills. They play and talk about the importance 

of supporting local music. 

  

All About Animals - Thursday  

Veterinarian Dr. Dan Thompson answers all pet questions and offers tips on how to keep 

your pets safe and healthy. 

 



 

 

Features in 10pm rebroadcast Newscasts 
 

 

FactFinder 12  Investigations 

  Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced investigative reports of consumer complaints. 

 

Crime Watch 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced reports on local/state crime and safety. 

 

Education 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state schools and education issues 

 

Economy 

Newscast on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state economy and on issues that affect 

viewers’ economic livelihood. 

 

Consumer Watch 
Various other times 

 

Stories on new products available and whether they work.   

Also anything related to product recalls, and other consumer-type 

situations.  

 



 

 

KSCW airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for 
various nonprofit organizations.   
 

 
Organization/PSA Title Length Number of runs 

916 Atty General Texting & Driving "Haunting" :30 7 

917 Community of Veterans "Vet Support :30 33 

927 Wichita Art Museum 2010 :30 51 

928 Wichita Art Museum 2010 :15 8 

930 Wichita Habitat/Humanity Restore :20 67 

931 Wichita Habitat/Humanity Restore "Open" :15 21 

932 Wichita Hab/Humanity Restore "Volunteer" :15 45 

933 Wichita Habitat/Humanity Restore "Donate" :15 5 

934 NAB "Performance Tax" :60 94 

993 NAB "Performance Tax" :30 26 

936 Ad Council Veteran Support "Alone" :60 104 

937 Fed Citizens Info Center "For the People" :60 94 

938 Dave Thomas/Fnd for Adoption "I'm just a kid" :60 110 

940 US Dept of Health/Human Svs "Wild Things" :30 33 

941 US Dept of Health/Human Svs "Questioners" :30 18 

942 United Way "Live United" Shirts (localized) :30 14 

943 United Way "Live United" NFL :30 50 

944 Marines "America's Marines" :60 132 

945 Marines "For Country" :60 82 

946 American Diabetes Assoc "Woman Exercising" :60 56 

947 Am Vet Med Assoc "Dog/Cat Healthy" :60 198 

948 March of Dimes "Soccer Baby" :30 63 

949 Discover the Forest "The Other You" :60 128 

950 InventNow.org "Suction Tires" :30 65 

951 Literacy.gov "Literacy: OZ" (localized) :30 88 

952 FEMA "World Upside Down" :60 138 

953 FEMA "World Upside Down" :30 60 

954 Fnd for a Better Life "Never Too Late" :30 34 

955 Fnd for a Better Life "Basketball" :60 78 

963 Kansas American Legion :30 58 

965 Community Service w/ Bon Jovi :60 4 

970 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Hospital" :30 76 

971 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Ambulance" :30 46 

986 BoostUp.org "Jose" :30 15 

988 Earned Income Tax "Groceries" :30 60 

989 Orthopedic Surgeons "Joints Don't Jump" :30 55 

990 Air Nat'l Guard "Hometown Heroes" :30 19 

991 Arbor Day Fnd. "Arbor Day" :30 13 

992 Pet Fit "The Scale" :30 15 

994 Walk Kansas.org (K-State) :30 17 

996 EPA Radon Testing "Baby Steps :30 22 

 



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by 

providing an online Community Calendar to our viewing public. The 

Community Calendar is available for local groups and individuals to 

promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three of our 

websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We’ve designed our 

calendar to be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we 

list hundreds of events that happen throughout our viewing area that services 

nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of these events include, but are not 

limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club meetings, city hall 

meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

FCC Report 

First Quarter 2010 

 

Tours 
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  

Tours are tailored to the individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-

age children.  It focuses on the history of the broadcasting facility and explains the types 

of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the Promotions Department, 

and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME       NUMBER  TYPE______________ 

January 2010 
1/06/10  4:00   6  Cub Scout Tour 

1/21/10  4:00   15  Cub Scout Tour 

1/31/10  1:00   12  Church Tour 

 

February 2010 

02/02/10  1:00   45  Sunrise Christian 2
nd

 Grade 

02/12/10  9:00   30  Cub Scout Tour 

 

March 2010 

03/1/10  9:00   5  Sales Clients 

03/12/10  11:30   4  KDCU Clients 

03/25/10  1:00   12  WSU Communications Class 



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our 

employees emcee, educate, entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special 

appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

January 2010 

2 Intrust Arena Grand Opening 25,000 Michelle Loss & Shane Konicki 

6 Wichita Collegiate School Marketing meeting  Joan Barrett 

7 Wichita Collegiate School Board meeting  Joan Barrett 

12 Wichita Collegiate School Executive meeting 10 Joan Barrett 

12 ROKICT Emceed Concert 400 Michelle Loss & Shane Konicki 

12 USD 259 Choices Fair Volunteer 100s Mark Larson 

15 Val Jackson Elementary 

School  

Career Day 40 Felicia Rolfe 

15 Val Jackson Elementary 

School 

Career Day 160 

 

Rodney Price 

17 Kansas African American 

Museum 

Emcee-Martin Luther King, 

Jr. program 

400 Felicia Rolfe 

18 Goodwill of Kansas Nominating meeting 6 Joan Barrett 

19 Wichita Collegiate School Marketing Board 

Committee Mtg  

10 Joan Barrett 

 

20 Wichita Collegiate School Board meeting 20 Joan Barrett 

20 Children’s Miracle Network Advisory Board meeting 15 Merril Teller 

21 USD 259 Battle of the Books 40 Mark Larson 

22 Wichita Collegiate School Parents Luncheon  Joan Barrett 

25 Data Streme AMS/NSF Teacher Mentor 20 Mark Larson 

26 USD 259/Stucky MS Science Olympiad Coach 2 Mark Larson 

28 Goodwill of Kansas Board meeting 20 Joan Barrett 

30 BSA Quivira Council Eagle Scout Banquet Guest 

Speaker 

200 Mark Larson 

 If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab.  

  

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

February 2010 

2 USD 295 Emceed Honor Band 

Concert 

350 Michelle Loss 

3 Arts Council, Inc. Panel member for training 

for Cultural Funding Grants 

40 Joe Miller 

5 Numana Food for Haiti 500 Joan Barrett 

9 Society of Broadcast 

Engineers Chapter 3 

Monthly Meeting 12 Les Bach 

9 Wichita Collegiate School  Trustee Day 30 Joan Barrett 

10 Kansas Food Bank Board Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

11 AMS/NWA Chapter meeting 25 Merril Teller 

13 Children’s Miracle network Women’s Fair 1000s Merril Teller 

16 Wichita State University Guest Instructor 14 Scott McMullen 

17 Graber Elementary/Hutch Student presentation 25 Roger Cornish 

18 Kapaun Mt Carmel YEK  20 Brian McDonough 

18 Buhler High School State champ reunion 314  

20 Big Brothers/Big Sisters Bowl 4 Kids 100s Merril Teller 

20 Big Brothers/Big Sisters Bowl 4 Kids Sake 100’s Rebecca Gannon 



 

 

20 Big Brothers Big Sisters Bowl for Kid’s Sake 100s Mark Larson 

21 Circle of Friends Annual Talent Show cameo 100s Mark Larson 

22 Pasta for Patients  - Leukemia 

Lymphoma Society 

Goddard Explorer 

Elementary 

200 Rebecca Gannon 

23 Butler Comm College Kansas Day 150 Rebecca Gannon 

23 Wichita Collegiate School Exec. Board Meeting 12 Joan Barrett 

23 USD 259 Honor Choir Concert 

Emcee 

1800+ Mark Larson 

24 Collegiate High School Mentor Day 100 Rebecca Gannon 

24 Freddy’s Frozen Freddy’s Birthday 200 Michelle Loss/ Shane Konicki 

 

If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab. 

 

 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

March 2010 

2  Wichita Head Start Weather talk 45 Mark Larson 

3 Wichita Collegiate School Executive Board Meeting 12 Joan Barrett 

3 USD 259 Mueller Elem. Weather Talk – 2
nd

 grade 80 Mark Larson 

3 Bel Aire Chamber of 

Commerce Luncheon 

Featured speaker/Weather 

Talk 

15 Mark Larson 

5 Wichita Garden Show Emcee talent show 200 Roger Cornish 

9 Wichita Collegiate School Board Meeting 3 Joan Barrett 

9 Wichita Collegiate School Board Meeting/Lunch 3 Joan Barrett 

9 USD 259 McLean Science 

& Technology Magnet 

Weather Talks grades K-2 

and 3-5 

240 Mark Larson 

11 Trusdale Middle School Weather talk 50 Rodney Price 

12 ITT Technical Institute  Computer and Electronics 

Engineering Technology 

PAC Meeting 

6 Les Bach 

22 Kingman County Substance Abuse Program 

Community Meeting – Help 

emcee 

60 Michelle Loss 

24 Wichita Meals on Wheels Media Day 75 Roger Cornish 

24 USD 385 Andover  Weather Talk Sunflower 

Elem.  K-2 

75 Mark Larson 

25 Goodwill Industries Kansas Board Meeting  20 Joan Barrett 

26 Wichita North High School Evaluate Senior 

Project/Mentoring 

 Dominic Gauna 

27 Miss Kansas Organization MKO Workshop - Speaker 50 Michelle Loss 

27 Central Kansas Expo Spring Expo 4000 Mark Larson, Roger Cornish, 

Laverne Goering 

If you need more lines, place the curser in the last line last column and hit tab. 

 

 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 
 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Elliott School of Communications Advisory Board member 

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board Member 

Kansas Assoc of Broadcasters Board Chair  

Carole Kneeland Project for Responsible Television Journalism Board Member 

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board Member 

Easter Seals Goodwill Industries Board Member 

Boy Scouts of America Volunteer 

Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate School Board of Directors 

Dress for Success  Advisory Board Member 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Production 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Kim Setty, Anchor 

Deacon and Sunday School Teacher, Riverside Christian Church 

Girl Scout Leader 

PTO member, McCollom Elementary 

Cub Scout Den Volunteer 

Site Council, Wilbur Middle School 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Mueller Elementary School Site Council Member  

Stucky Middle School Science Olympiad Consultant 

AMS/NSF Data Stream Program/Teacher Mentor 

YMCA ABL Assistant Basketball Coach 

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children’s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

Brooks Leadership program  

Northeast Magnet High School JROTC program.  
 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Ronda Schwab, Sales Assistant 

Parent Teacher Organization, USD 262 

Big Brothers / Sisters Bowling Tournament Volunteer 

WSU Alumni Association / Career Mentor 

Friends University Alumni Supporter 

Children’s Organ Transplant Association (COTA) PR Volunteer 



 

 

First Baptist Church Prayer Chain Participant 

Mennonite Housing Volunteer 

 

Felicia Rolfe, Reporter 

Jack and Jill of America, Inc. President of local chapter  

Links Inc. member  

Church volunteer-Saint Mark United Methodist Church  

Wichita Collegiate Association of Parents- volunteer 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, KBSD Local Sales Manager 

DC Chamber Ambassador 

Small group leader, Minneola United Methodist Church 

Board of Directors Boot Hill Museum 

Board of Directors, Management Committee, Dodge City Ford County Development Corporation 

Chair, Administrative Council for Minneola United Methodist Church / Volunteer 

Ford County 4-H Parent Volunteer 

BEST Minneola Junior High Parent Volunteer 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Chair 

Wichita Arts Council, Emeritus Trustee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Finance Committee member 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Chris Durden, Producer & Internship Coordinator 

K-State Career Fair – Manhattan, KS 

KU Career Fair – Lawrence, KS 

 

Michelle Loss, Special Projects 

Church Pianist and Youth Leader, Freedom Bible Fellowship 

Circle Middle School, Career Day 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259’s Digital Production Advisory Committee-Vice Chair 

 



 

 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Board Member – Ballet Wichita (formerly Wichita Metropolitan Ballet) 

Board Member – Higher Ground Substance Abuse Counseling Center 

Screening Committee- Tallgrass Film Festival 

Volunteer – Habitat for Humanity 

Volunteer – Catholic Charities (Cruise Night) 

Volunteer – YMCA (Denim and Diamonds fund raiser) 

 

Aubrey Runquist, Account Executive 

American Cancer Society’s Cattleman’s Ball Wichita, Co Chair 

Central Plains Rodeo Association Volunteer/Equine Sports Massage 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Brian McDonough 

Youth Entrepreneurs of Kansas Volunteer 

MAYB Basketball Coach 

Kapaun Mt Carmel athletics volunteer  

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUNFLOWER BROADCASTING, INC. 

KSCW-TV, WICHITA, KS 

 

FIRST QUARTER 2010 

 

QUARTERLY SIGNIFICANT PROGRAMS REPORT 

 

 

 

Covered the period beginning January 1, 2010 

Ending March 31, 2010 

 

 

Station KSCW is a CW Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its 

responsibilities as a public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal 

issues arising in its community on a continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public 

service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts on matter of concern to 

our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our most 

significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the 

preceding three-month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in the 7am Morning Newscasts and the rebroadcast of the daily 

KWCH 10:00pm newscasts, Monday through Friday, ranging in length of 45 

seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

News stories carried in the 7pm Sunday Newscasts ranging in length of 45 seconds 

or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime – Reports on criminal activity throughout the entire viewing area as well as the 

rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were 

included in our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Connecting with the all members of the community and serving their 

specific and special needs is important in a diverse culture. In Wichita, as in most 

communities, there is a need for the public and private organizations to contribute money, 

time, and services to important issues, organizations, and causes within their community.  

As a public medium, we carry a responsibility to let the community know about 

important causes that are worthy of public support.  

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth 

keeps our employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft 

manufacturers, old businesses leaving town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax 

increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences and businesses. All of 

these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education – Coverage of educational issues in the viewing area including the various 

school districts, higher education facilities, and communities. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest are aired regularly in  

newscasts to keep viewers informed of the latest in  Environmental technology, 

treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - In Wichita, as in most communities, there is a need for public 

awareness of certain public and personal safety issues, and as a public medium, it is our 

responsibility to help ensure that a message is disseminated.  

 

Politics – Coverage of the issues and decisions by city, county and state government can 

affect them.     
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KSCW 

 

FIRST QUARTER 

 

AM & 10PM 

 

JAN., FEB. & MAR. 
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CRIME Q-1 

 
01/01/10  7am 

The most complex case she's ever worked.  That’s how the butler county attorney describes the Adam 

Herman investigation.   Authorities started searching for the missing boy one year ago.  No one has seen or 

heard from him since 1999.   Jan Satterfield says her office is working to find out what happened to the 11-

year-old.  While it's difficult --- she's confident investigators will have answers by this time next year. I 

believe in a body less case, time is always on your side. It's not your enemy, it's your friend."   Herman's 

adoptive parents are the only persons of interest in the case.   An attorney for the father says her client had 

nothing to do with Adam’s disappearance. 

 

 

01/03/10  7pm 

A Wichita man is recovering after a robber stabs him with an ice pick.   The crime watch takes us near 

MacArthur and Seneca.  Police say the victim was walking to a car when two men jumped him.  He gave 

them his money -- but not before one of the men stabbed him in the stomach.  He's since been released 

from the hospital.  Police have not made any arrests. 

 

01/04/10  10pm 

A former valley center Para-educator pleads guilty to indecent liberties with a child.  Sandra Geddes admits 

to having a sexual relationship with a 15-year-old student last year.  The teen was a student at valley center 

high school where Geddes also worked.  Geddes will be sentenced next month. 

 

01/05/10  7am 

A Barton county man will spend the next 28-years in prison.  Yesterday a jury convicted Kenneth Crawford 

of kidnapping and molesting a 12-year-old girl.  Prosecutors say Crawford tricked the girl into getting into 

his pickup five years ago.   He drove into the country and molested her.   Prosecutors used DNA evidence 

to convict him. 

 

01/06/10  7am 

He’s used to issuing subpoenas -- now--former attorney general Phil Kline receives one.   Kline will testify 

for the defense in the Scott Roeder trial. Roeder goes to trial next week accused of killing Wichita abortion 

provider doctor George tiller.  Kline tried to file criminal charges against tiller in 2006, but a judge 

dismissed those charges.   Roeder's attorney says Kline will testify about his investigation into dr. tiller's 

practice. It really has to do with was Dr. Tiller providing abortions in an unlawful matter? As the top law 

enforcement officer at the time he's going to offer testimony in support of that decision.  Roeder's attorney 

says Kline’s testimony could be key to the defense strategy. 

 

01/07/10  7am 

Dozens of potential jurors show up in Sedgwick county court -- for the first step in the trial of Scott Roeder. 

Roeder's charged with killing abortion provider dr. George tiller. About 130 potential jurors went to court 

Wednesday to begin filling out questionnaires in the cases.   Groups of potential jurors will go back next 

week.   That’s when lawyers from both sides will question people in person. 

 

01/08/10  7am 
St. Louis police search for a motive today for deadly shooting yesterday morning.  Officials say 51 year old 

timothy Hendron killed three of his co-workers, and injured 5 more people before killing himself. It all 

started around 6-30 Thursday morning at a transformer factory plant where they all worked.  Four hours 

later, officers found Hendron dead.  Officials say the shooter was involved in a lawsuit over the company's 

retirement plan.  The lawsuit started on Tuesday.  The shooting has stunned Hendron's neighbors.  Many 

say he was a friendly, family man, but one neighbor says Hendron hinted he was being retaliated against 

for being apart of the lawsuit.  

 

 

01/10/10  7pm 



 

 

Jury selection is presumed to be open under the constitution.  But the judge in this case has ruled media are 

not allowed during the process. He's also sealed the juror questionnaire.  K-w-c-h is challenging that ruling, 

along with the Wichita eagle, Kansas City star and the associated press.   Eyewitness news would not 

identify jurors or their opinions, but believes in an open court, as protected by the constitution.  A petition 

is expected to be filed tomorrow with the Kansas Supreme Court. 

 

01/11/10  7am 

Jury selection begins today in the trial of Scott Roeder. He's accused of killing doctor George Tiller last 

may. Roeder says he shot the abortion provider to save the lives of unborn children. On Friday, a judge 

again ruled Roeder cannot use a "necessity defense."  Instead the judge said he'll consider the entire 

defense.   And then he'll decide whether jurors can consider the lesser offense of voluntary manslaughter.     

Roeder is expected to testify in his own defense.     

 

01/12/10  7am 

The man accused of killing college student Emily Sander still faces a capital murder charge.  

 Monday morning, an attorney for Israel Mireles asked the judge to drop the charge. She says her client is 

already accused of rape.  And says capital murder count charges him for the same crime.   But the judge 

denied that motion.  Mireles is accused of killing Sander two years ago.  Prosecutors say he disappeared to 

Mexico after the crime.  Because of an extradition agreement, he will not face the death penalty. 

 

01/13/10  7am 

Even though the trial hasn't started, ...it's already getting national coverage.   the cbs network sent one of its 

reporters to Wichita yesterday.  drew levinson flew in to cover the motion hearing and the trial.  

 

01/14/10  7am 

9-1-1 service in three kansas counties is up and running, after being knocked off-line wednesday afternoon. 

A cut telephone line caused the problem.   Dispatch centers in Harvey, Reno, and Sumner counties went to 

backup plans.  For example, Harvey county used radio to communicate with area towns.  It also had school 

children take notes to their parents to let them know 911 was down. 

 

01/15/10  7am 

A sedgwick county woman accused of stealing will go to trial. Prosecutors say Nicole Bell gained access to 

people's homes by asking for help while pregnant.     Once she was inside, she stole medicine and money. 

the victims say they felt sorry for Bell, who they say claimed she had car trouble.   But once they 

discovered she had taken advantage of their good will, their emotions changed. I was infuriated.  (why?) 

Because then I knew she had lied to me. I was upset about that, that somebody would take advantage of us 

like that, yes. Bell's trial is scheduled for march 8th. 

 

01/17/10  7pm 

Jury selection for scott roeder's murder trial continues tomorrow. He's accused of killing wichita abortion 

provider doctor george tiller. part of the selection process is happening behind closed doors.  The judge in 

the case decided media will only be allowed to watch proceedings where attorneys aren't asking jurors 

personally sensitive questions.   25 jurors have been picked as of Friday.   Attorneys must qualify more 

than 42 jurors for a final jury pool. 

 

01/18/10  7am 

"After digging kids up and putting them, finding cemeteries for them, and the morgue being overflooded, 

this is what I come back to: an attack on my integrity and my foundation, Yele Haiti." haitian-born rapper 

wyclef jean (zhahn) defends his charitable foundation.    This, after concerns were raised about the 

foundation's accounting practices.   A review of tax returns and independent audits provided by jean's 

foundation showed that it was closely intertwined with his businesses.   The rapper says he's baffled by the 

criticism. “I never, and would ever, take money for my personal pocket when it comes to Yele. I, myself, 

have put a million dollars inside of my own foundation, so not only I denounce all of that, I'm disgusted by 

that."   Jean has been asking people to send donations to his foundation by text message.   it has raised more 

than 2 million dollars so far. 

 



 

 

01/20/10  7am 

A 13 year old is dead after North Carolina authorities say he shot and wounded a sheriff's deputy.   The 

sheriff says two deputies found the teen sitting in a ditch with a pistol and 250 rounds of ammunition.      

When the teen was told to show his hands, he pulled out a second gun, fired, and hit a deputy.  They fired 

back and killed him.    Both deputies are on administrative leave while the investigation continues. 

 

01/21/10  7am 

Phase two begins today in the jury selection of Scott roeder's trial. Roeder is accused of killing wichita 

abortion provider doctor George tiller in his church last year. Today, attorneys will narrow down 44 

potential jurors to 12 jurors and 2 alternates.   Eyewitness news will be in the courtroom. Expect us to bring 

you the latest both on air and on-line at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

01/22/10  8am  

 A drug raid in cowley county puts 15 people behind bars. Most of those arrested appeared in court 

thursday. Facing charges from possession to drug distribution. Investigators say they expect to make more 

arrests. 

 

1/25/10  8am 

A crash early sunday morning kills three people in finney county. The police say a car ran a stop light and 

collided with a semi. The crash killed the driver -- george fira of pratt. His passengers -- armando rincones 

and angel rodriguez. Also died.  Both men were from garden city. The driver of the semi wasn't hurt. 

 

1/26/10     10 PM 

 Chris Clark of Minneola hasn't been seen since January of 1985. He vanished after two friends dropped 

him off to meet a woman... after celebrating his 20th birthday in dodge city.  Eight years later... His family 

had him legally declared dead.  DODGE CITY, Kan. (AP) - Ford County investigators say they have new 

clues in the case of a man who disappeared from Dodge City in 1985. Chris Clark of Minneola disappeared 

on Jan. 12, 1985 after celebrating his 20th birthday in Dodge City. Two friends dropped him off to meet a 

woman, and he hasn't been seen since.  Eight years later Clark's family had him legally declared dead.  

Undersheriff James Lane says the sheriff's office received a tip concerning Clark's disappearance in mid-

November. That led them to a vehicle that may have been involved in the case. And two or three weeks 

ago, the sheriff's department got an anonymous letter confirming the earlier tip.  Authorities are now 

awaiting test results from a KBI lab in Great Bend on possible evidence taken from the vehicle. We just 

had someone come forward with more information - located a possible vehicle it was a case that we call a 

cold case, it was asked to be looked into again in april 2009 - started re-interviewing some of the people 

involved in the case from 1985. - led to other questions and other sources. Still trying to track down some 

of the leads that we have gained in the last year. Will approach the county attorney's office to ask for an 

inquisition on the case. To open up some new leads and bring in some witnesses and get them on record, 

more in depth questions.  

 

1/27/10  8am 

 A 79-year-old convicted jewel thief is back in jail.  She was caught trying to steal a 13-hundred dollar coat 

from a saks fifth avenue store california.  But this is not any thief.   Doris payne is the subject of an 

upcoming movie called "who is doris payne?" starring halle berry. Before 19-99 she was convicted nine 

different times for jewel robbery across the country.  And she claims to have stolen jewels from all around 

the world.  At one point in her life, payne actually listed her occupation as jewel thief.  

 

1/28/10  7am 

 The defense will present their case Monday..In the Thomas etheredge's trial.  He's charged with misleading 

investors in his theme park -- wild west world. Yesterday, prosecutors called the last of the investors to the 

stand, and rested.  the trial will take today and Friday off and resume Monday. 

      

1/29/10  7am 

Wichita firefighters are on the scene of a deadly apartment fire in south Wichita.  A Sedgwick county 

dispatcher tells us the call came in from the river walk apartment near Pawnee and Broadway just before 

five this morning.  A resident there called 9-1-1 after hearing a carbon monoxide detector going off.  We 



 

 

have a crew headed to the scene.  Expect more on this developing story as soon as more information comes 

into our newsroom. 

 

2/1/10  7am 
Police could release more information today about another attack. This one happened near Oliver and 

George Washington boulevard.  Police say someone stomped on a man early Saturday morning. 

Paramedics took him to Wesley medical center in critical condition.  Doctors then started treating him for 

his injuries and hypothermia. 

 

2/2/10  7am 

This man now faces charges in Wichita's first homicide of the year. Officers arrested James Williams in a 

rural part of Northeastern Kansas last weekend. They say he was trying to jump a train.  Williams is 

accused of killing 52-year old Rhonda Thomas. She was found dead inside a burning apartment in South 

Wichita last Friday.  Police say she was killed before the fire was started. 

 

2/3/10  7am 

Six people are dead -- including three u-s soldiers -- after a roadside bombing in pakistan.  Pakistani 

security officials say more than 30 people were wounded in the attack near a girls' school. Authorities say 

the bomb was detonated by a remote, and was not a suicide attack. 

 

2/5/10  7am 

Charges are filed in wichita's first homicide of the year.  James williams is accused of first degree murder 

and aggravated arson. Police say he killed 52 year-old rhonda thomas. She was found dead inside her 

burning apartment a week ago.  Williams was arrested that same day in topeka. 

 

2/9/10  7am 

Wichita police say a woman's death is suspicious. The body was found in a home on south sylvan yesterday 

afternoon.  Police say someone came by to check on the woman and found her dead.     Investigators are 

now trying to figure out what happened...  They're asking anyone who may have seen something suspicious 

near that home to call 9-1-1. 

 

2/10/10  7am 

Doctor michael gerberi has spent a lifetime perfecting the skill of keeping Cool in a crisis situation. "as a 

physician and a surgeon you have to train yourself to keep your emotions in check." but what's inside that 

blue envelope is the source of great frustration... Cutting at the heart of what's supposed to be a family trip 

to the vancouver olympics. On the eve of his trip doctor gerberi learned more than 10-thousand dollars in 

winter games tickets he paid for don't exist. "looking for great seats without the hassles? For over 20 years 

e-seats.com is where smart people get to find concert sports and theater tickets." he purchased through e-

seats, an on-line ticket broker with a better business bureau rating for delivering on promises. They even 

boast about their reputation and guarantees on their website. "unlike those other popular online list and 

ticket exchanges all of e-seats.com suppliers are licensed ticket professionals who stand behind their tickets 

100 percent guaranteed and authentic." but the only thing e-seats owner bob bernstein will guarantee now is 

doctor gerberi is out of luck. The doctor says he only learned that during a phone conversation with 

bernstein late last week. "without hesitation you can forget about getting your money back we don't have it 

it's not coming." "in the next breath he said if you'd like me to get you alternative tickets i'd be happy to 

help you and my reply was what makes you think i believe you?" a press release online states that e-seats 

filed a lawsuit against another broker called action seating. It claims the georgia based broker breached it's 

contract leaving e-seats customers like gerberi out of the action. Bernstein did not return our request for an 

interview. C-n-n affiliate k-p-h-o in phoenix went to e-seats for answers. After they were asked to leave the 

property, bernstein called to explain. "the idea is to give everybody a full refund who doesn't get tickets, 

and those (who) are interested in tickets, we'll do everything we can to put them into olympic tickets." "q: 

do you have any expectation of ever seeing your money again? A: no. No." the ticket debacle of olympic 

proportions has forced gerberi to change some of his plans meaning one family member can't go now. He 

managed to score legitimate tickets to a couple of events and says he'll try not to let the situation with e-

seats keep him from enjoying himself.   

 



 

 

2/11/10  7am 

Police in houston ask for help finding the killer of a former wichita woman. 58 year-old marilyn sue 

gillespie was found stabbed to death in her apartment last friday.  Friends and family hadn't heard from her 

for several days.  Police say there are no signs of a break in. They think it's possible she knew the person 

who killed her. "been an enormously difficult time, we've never ever been through anything like this 

before, she was really the center of our family, she held everything together. She was generous to a fault."  

police also say gillespie’s car is missing.  It's a green subaru tribeca with kansas plates. 

 

2/12/10  7am 

Wichita police investigate a stabbing. It happened thursday afternoon when two residents were arguing at 

an apartment in the 17-hundred block of east waterman. The victim is hospitalized with stab wounds to his 

chest and back.  One person is in custody. 

 

2/13/10  10pm 

That breaking news out of butler county.   authorities are on the scene of a homicide. Sheriff craig murphy 

says deputies responded to a call of a murder-suicide earlier tonight.   the scene is in the 16-thousand block 

of northwest highway 196... Near whitewater.   when authorities arrived... They found a woman dead.  

paramedics took a man to wesley medical center.   there's no update on his condition tonight.    we have a 

crew covering the story and will bring you more information as soon as we get it. 

 

2/14/10  10pm 

That breaking news out of butler county.   authorities are on the scene of a homicide. Sheriff craig murphy 

says deputies responded to a call of a murder-suicide earlier tonight.   the scene is in the 16-thousand block 

of northwest highway 196... Near whitewater. When authorities arrived... They found a woman dead.   

paramedics took a man to wesley medical center.    there's no update on his condition tonight.   we have a 

crew covering the story  and will bring you more information as soon as we get it. 

 

2/15/10  7am 

That breaking news out of butler county.    authorities are on the scene of a homicide. Sheriff craig murphy 

says deputies responded to a call of a murder-suicide earlier tonight.    the scene is in the 16-thousand block 

of northwest highway 196... Near whitewater. When authorities arrived... They found a woman dead.    

paramedics took a man to wesley medical center.   there's no update on his condition tonight.   we have a 

crew covering the story.      and will bring you more information as soon as we get it. 

 

2/17/10  7am 

Misleading, deceptive...even fake.  Some of the words used to describe four companies that have been 

ordered to stop selling health insurance in kansas. 

Fact finder 12 first told you about one of the companies last year....  Now...at least 20 states are going after 

the companies.  Bob harper signed up with american trade association because the cost was affordable -- 

less than 400 dollars a month.  But when he needed surgery...he found out-- his plan didn't really exist. I 

was lying in my bed honestly praying to god, how am i going to get out of this.  They have put people 

through terrible hardship; terrible anxiety and they need to be stopped. They need to go to jail.  Consumer 

protection groups say...these companies are taking advantage people struggling in a bad economy.  The 

kansas insurance commissioner issued a "cease and desist" order for american trade association...serve 

america assurance...smart data solutions...and real benefits association. Fact finder 12 first told you about 

real benefits last spring.  Since then the company's been cited twice for violating insurance laws.   

 

2/18/10  7am 

Not a garage sale... Not a pile of junk... All of this likely had a home just a few months ago. "everything 

from clothing in suitcases." "to old record collections that could be quite valuable." “that's not the bag 

there.  It would be an oval electrical bag."  all day wednesday, sedgwick county sheriff's investigators 

showed this stolen property to hopeful victims. Local contractor dave anderson was looking for tools stolen 

from his pickup. "i was just trying to see if i could recover a little bit of that, but no luck today."  "there's 

stuff here that i quite literally believe people don't know is missing."  last week, a woman in sedgwick 

county came home to find a man trying to steal from her home.  After sheriff's deputies caught him and 

another man...they found all this in a south wichita storage unit. The haul had...a bit of everything. And this 



 

 

was likely just the start of it. "the electronic equipment you see in this garage may only be a small 

percentage of what was actually stolen.  Sheriff's investigators say every time one of these suspects stole a 

piece of electronic equipment, they'd take the wiring off the back and throw it in this tub." "they broke into 

our computer lab."  the stolen property even came from a local elementary school. Oatville elementary's 

principal says just a week after a christmas break burglary...it happened again. "through the same window 

that we had just finished repairing, and they took the projector that i'd replaced.  They took a laptop that i'd 

replaced." "the whole month of january, we were talking about how we were going to cut our budgets and 

save and everything, and then how could they come in and take from the kids?" “in the long run, the 

evidence always wins." and there's an awful lot of it for sheriff's investigators to look through. 

 

2/19/10  7am 

Polce in south korea arrest a man they say stole more than 17-hundred pairs of shoes.  They say they think 

he stole the shoes from at various funerals and hospitals over several years.     Mourners in south korea are 

taking off their shoes before paying respect to the dead at funerals.  The man owns a second-hand store 

where police think he was going to sell the shoes. 

 

2/22/10  7am 

A man is in critical condition after police say he was stabbed by his cousin. It happened in the seven 

hundred block n. Saint paul around 1-15 this morning.  Police say the two cousins were arguing when one 

pulled out a knife and stabbed the other in the stomach several times.  He was taken to the hospital and 

underwent surgery.  Police arrested the man with the knife.  Investigators have not said what the argument 

was about. 

 

2/23/10  7am 

He was just released from prison -- but now a salina man is back in jail. Paul parker junior is accused of 

raping an elderly woman inside her hospital room.  A nurse says she found parker inside the woman's room 

saturday night at salina regional medical center -- the woman is in her 90s.  Investigators tell us... He had 

no reason to be in the hospital at the time.  There's always the chance for other victims and not necessarily 

at the hospital. We just want... This suspect's been out of prison since the middle of january and we want to 

make people aware this has gone on and if they have info we want to hear from them.  Parker's criminal 

history dates back to 1992... When he was convicted of a sex crime with a child.  Salina regional medical 

center released a statement saying it is focused on patient security... But won't keep family members from 

visiting their loved ones. 

 

2/24/2010 7am 

Classes are canceled today for a colorado middle school.... After a gunman shoots two students on campus.  

It happened just three miles from the site of a deadly shooting rampage at columbine high school. One 

student from deer creek middle school is has been released from the hospital, the other is still in critical 

condition this morning. Witnesses say a man armed with a high-powered rifle opened fire just as students 

were leaving school for the day.  "this guy walked around the corner and he was holding this big rifle and i 

wasn't too far from him, but he…and he pulled it up and he shot and after the first shot most of the people 

ran and then he fired again.      A 7th grade math teacher tackled the shooter, while two other teachers took 

the gun away from him.  Police say the gunman is facing two counts of attempted murder.  According to 

the denver post, the gunman was struggling financially and has a history of mental problems. 

 

2/26/2010 7am 

A fumbling burglar is caught on tape in miami.  Check out this video.  Police say this guy smashed in the 

front door of a miami restaurant... Then, he got into a tug-of-war with a cash register.     You can see him 

there, trying to pull the register from off the counter.  He finally gives up and chooses to walk off with 

another register that was lying on the floor. The burglar has not been caught yet. 

 

3/3/2010  7am 

Charges are filed against the teen drivers involved in the crash that killed a southeast high student.16 year 

old yadira villa died last week. The crash happened after the drivers of a car and an s-u-v chased each other.  

Police say villa was run over while she was trying to get out of the car after it hit a tree.  Both 16 year-old 

drivers are now charged in the case. 



 

 

 

3/4/2010  7am 

More investigators and search teams are being called in to help find a missing southern california family. 

Joseph and summer mcstay and their two children went missing three weeks ago...and authorities say they 

have no idea what happened to them.  The mcstays' s-u-v was found near the u-s -- mexico border about 80 

miles from their home. But authorities say they don't know if the family is in mexico. 

 

3/5/2010  7am 

The man accused of opening fire on police officers at the subway entrance to the pentagon last night has 

died. And the pentagon subway station remains closed this morning. The shooting happened around 5-30 

last night.  Police say john patrick bedell walked up to the subway entrance...reached into his pocket as if to 

show i-d ...and then pulled out a gun and started shooting. Two pentagon police were grazed by bullets in 

the shoot-out.  Both are expected to be o-k.  An internet posting that appears to be from bedell suggests he 

had resentment toward the military and had doubts about the facts behind the 9-11 terrorist attacks.  Police 

are looking for a second person who may have helped bedell get to the subway entrance. 

 

3/8/2010  7am 

They've waited more than a year... Now the family of a missing san diego teenager is dealing with a grim 

reality. Police say the remains of 14-year-old amber dubois were found saturday morning. Officials used 

dental records to identify the girl.  Dubois went missing in february 2009 while walking to school.  The 

search for dubois started up again after the rape and murder of 17 year-old chelsea king.   A registered sex 

offender has been arrested in king's death.  Investigators cannot say for certain the two cases are related. 

      

3/9/2010  7am 

One person is dead and two others are wounded after a shooting at ohio state university. Police say three 

people were shot inside a maintenance building near the campus' power plant.  One person was pronounced 

dead at the scene, and two others were taken to the hospital..in critical and stable condition.  Police say 

none of the people shot were students.  The shooter has been taken into custody.  

 

3/10/2010 7am 

A teenage boy is still in critical condition this morning after a shooting in south wichita. Police have 

arrested another teenager. Police say the 16 year-old victim was shot in the face at the westway apartments 

in the 15-hundred block of west pawnee around 5:30 last night.  Investigators say someone drove the boy to 

a nearby wal-mart store for help. Police arrested a 17 year-old...and spent the night questioning several 

witnesses.  We expect to learn more about the shooting this morning from wichita police.  

 

3/11/2010 7am 

Wichita police say a 16 year old was accidentally shot in the face.  Investigators say the victim was playing 

cards with friends, when another teen pulled out a gun and fired it.  Police say the shooter didn't know the 

gun was loaded.  Police say the victim will survive. The 17 year old who pulled the trigger will be charged 

with a crime. 

     

3/12/2010 8am 

Selling synthetic marijuana at a hutchinson store will become illegal in just a few days - but the cornerstore 

already has a replacement for k-2.  The manager tells us...the new pot substitute is called "maui hybrid" and 

"hawaiian haze". He says when smoked, it has the same effects as marijuana and k-2.  Don gregg tells us he 

plans to sell it primarily to people in pain. This product is not a hallucinogenic, it is not a marijuana. It is 

simply a pain. The state's k-2 ban also outlaws chemicals used in a new form of ecstasy.   It takes effect 

march 18. Lawmakers say k-2 was becoming popular with teenagers who were using it to get high. 

 

3/15/2010 7am 

Actor Charlie sheen is due back in court today.  The "two and a half men" star faces domestic abuse 

charges in aspen, Colorado.  Sheen's wife called 911 on Christmas day saying he threatened her.  Tmz.com 

reports sheen is willing to plead no contest to a misdemeanor in exchange for prosecutors dropping a felony 

charge.  A rep for sheen denies the report.  Sheen is expected to be back on the set of his sitcom tomorrow. 

 



 

 

3/16/2010 7am 

One was a sophomore on the swim team and an excellent student. Another was a man so funny his friends 

thought he should do stand up.  We are learning more about the victim's of Monday morning's turnpike 

crash -  it was breaking news we brought you yesterday morning. Three of the people killed were in this 

van. They were headed to visit relatives in Texas for spring break.  Key-ong chae drove her three children -

- east high twin sisters you-na and haw-na, and son seo-wan.of them, only haw-na survived. She's now in 

critical condition at a wichita hospital.  Friends say the family was close. I know that she really loved her 

brother and her mother.  I just feel a lot of emotions for her, especially since she has to come to terms with 

not going to school with yuna every day.... Or leaving every day and seeing her parents together.. Or her 

brother.  The driver of the other vehicle was Gregory Davis.  Authorities say they don't know why he drove 

his s-u-v the wrong way on the turnpike.  Friends tell us Davis was funny, played on his high school 

baseball team, and recently got married.  The driver of the semi truck is in good condition. 

 

3/17/2010 7am 

A woman who ran a daycare center at a Hutchinson home ...will be in court today.  Elizabeth gray's 

charged with abusing an infant in her care.  The state suspended gray's license last month...after a baby 

ended up with head injuries.  4-month-old Ricky’s mother told us...her son is recovering from his injuries. 

Investigators say gray told them another child pushed Ricky’s swing into the wall... But medical experts 

say the injuries are too severe. 

 

3/18/2010 7am 

An al-qaida leader is dead this morning. Hussein al-yemeni is believed to have played a key role in the 

bombing of a c-i-a post in Afghanistan last year.  A senior u-s official says al-yemeni died in a missile 

strike last week. Seven c-i-a employees and eight others were killed in the attack last December.  Officials 

say the bomber was a double agent. 

 

3/19/2010 7am 

Wichita police investigate the city's latest shooting. The shooting happened at 11 o'clock last night in the 

10-thousand block of east Kellogg.  Police say a group of men were arguing when someone pulled out a 

gun and shot a man in the leg.  He's in good condition this morning at a local hospital.  There's no word of 

any arrests. 

 

3/22/2010 7am 

A weekend chase in Salina ends with a shooting at a church. Investigators say it started as a domestic call.  

The Kansas highway patrol got into a chase with a man.  Troopers say the man pulled up to a church and 

tried to run inside, but it was locked. They say he then pulled out a gun.  A trooper shot him in the stomach. 

He was taken to the hospital for treatment.  There's no word on his current condition. The k-b-i is 

investigating the shootout. 

 

3/23/2010 7am 

 A teenager from North Carolina used a social networking website to alert police to a break-in. Jerry mills 

and his wife left town for the weekend...and had a babysitter watch their daughter and the house.  While 

they were gone, someone broke in.  The thieves took the battery out of the babysitter's phone so she 

couldn't call for help.  Instead, she got online and told a friend. The friend called police.  No one was 

hurt...so far no arrests have been made. 

 

3/24/2010 7am 

He called 9-1-1 to say... A 10-month-old boy wasn't breathing. Now a Wichita man is accused in karsyn 

young's death - investigators say...karsyn's mother dropped the baby off with her ex-boyfriend at this house 

Sunday. Late Monday night, the man called 9-1-1 to say karsyn had fallen down the stairs and wasn't 

breathing.  Investigators say...the baby had injuries consistent with assault, including bruising over his body 

and on his head.  Police are now waiting for an autopsy to find out exactly how the baby died.  Back in 

December, this same child was brought to the hospital with a broken leg. The exploited and missing child 

unit investigated...but couldn't determine whether or not it was an accident. 

 

3/25/2010 7am 



 

 

We have new information in the death of a 10 month old baby in Wichita. An autopsy shows... Karsyn 

young died of blunt force trauma.  Police say...the child's mother left him with her ex-boyfriend Sunday.  

Monday night...the man called 9-1-1. He told dispatchers the infant had fallen and wasn't breathing. The 

man is under arrest, but has not been charged. 

 

3/26/2010 7am 

A Wichita home daycare is now closed. This after the state says the owner of "Kristina’s kids" pulled a gun 

on a man during business hours.  The suspension report says...the woman was arguing with the man when 

she pulled the gun. The report also says both the man and woman were bitten by a pit bull inside the house. 

The day care owner's family tells us she is working to appeal and get her license back. 

 

3/29/2010 7am 

Top Russian officials say terrorism is linked in two morning explosions.  At least 37 people died and more 

than 30 wounded on Moscow’s busy subway system.  Chechen rebels claim responsibility for the blasts. It 

all happened during rush-hour. Moscow officials say both explosions were caused by two female suicide 

bombers. The first blast was set underneath the main offices of the federal security service. The second 

blast happened 45 minutes later when a second bomber's belt -- packed with plastic explosive-- was 

triggered to go off as the train's doors opened.  More than 7 million passengers travel Moscow’s subway a 

day. 

 

3/30/2010 7am 

It's being called a "suspicious" death -- but investigators won't say  for sure that it's murder. The Harvey 

county sheriff is waiting for autopsy results to determine what happened last weekend at this north Newton 

home.  Authorities say a man called 9-1-1 Saturday saying a 19-month-old boy wasn't breathing.  The 

toddler had a broken collarbone, broken leg and several old injuries.  He died at the hospital. The man was 

arrested.   

 

3/31/2010 7am 

A fourth person has died after a drive-by shooting in the nation's capital.  Authorities say five others were 

wounded when the killers sprayed bullets into a crowd of people on the street.  It happened last night 

around 6-30 our time. Police say it could be gang related... “all I can say is that we've made a lot of 

progress to stop retaliation and gang violence and in the end if this comes out to be some sort of gang 

retaliation shame on all of us."  Police say four officers were hurt while chasing down the killers.  Three 

arrests have been made.  Investigators have no motive for the drive-by shooting. 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY Q-1 

 

01/01/10  10pm 

Wichita’s first baby of the New Year is healthy and resting after a big night.   Connor Edward Boston-

Bowers was born at Wesley Medical Center at 4-54 this morning.  He is six pounds, 12 ounces and 20 

inches long.  Both mom and baby are doing fine.  The first baby born at Via Christi arrived at 8-37 this 

morning.  

 

01/03/10  7pm 

Wichita state university will re-start an old tradition.   The school will host its first homecoming since 19-

90.  

It put the event on hold a few years after dropping the football program.   The alumni association says 

homecoming will be held during the men's basketball season.     Activities will include a parade, pep rally, 

bonfire and possibly ice skating. 

 

01/04/10  10pm 



 

 

Firefighters are like a family.  And tonight, that family is mourning one of its own. Captain Urban Eck died 

over the weekend.  The department says he suffered from a medical condition.  He was a 27-year veteran of 

the department.  Doctors first treated Eck for heart problems following this fire on December 13th.  The 

department is reviewing what happened next.  The investigation will determine if Eck died in the line of 

duty -- and is therefore eligible for additional benefits and honors.  Eck is survived by his wife and eight 

children.   His funeral will be Wednesday at saint mark's Catholic Church in Colwich.   The service starts at 

ten-30.  

 

01/05/10  8am 

These days, many people turn to the internet for help.   And this is no exception.   The facebook page bring 

Bella home is one method a Kansas woman is using to raise money to bring a puppy to valley center all the 

way from Afghanistan. She has these floppy ears and these big brown eyes. Here are some pictures of 

Bella, the mixed breed puppy.   Army medic Lucas may befriend her. And he said, well, we found this 

puppy.    But it's up to his wife Amanda to rise the nearly 3 thousand dollars to bring her to Kansas.     

Good thing she is also a dog lover.  Because at first, I’m thinking, ohm gosh, that's a lot of money.  But 

yeah, people have been so generous and I’ve gotten so many phone calls.    But she says this rescue mission 

isn't just to help a dog.  It's also about the soldiers.  And even though its 25 hundred dollars for that one 

dog, and we could -- and we could definitely use the money for all the dogs here, it's for the soldiers.  And 

they're doing so much. If you want to donate to bring Bella home -- from more than 7 thousand miles away 

-- we've got the details on our website.   K-w-c-h-dot-com. 

      

01/06/10  10pm 

A fire guts a Salina home...flames and smoke ripped through this home in central Salina earlier today -  

The house is vacant, so no one was inside at the time.  The owner was trying to sell it.  Neighbors say they 

were concerned when they saw how much smoke was billowing out of the home. I just couldn't believe it, 

my neighbor across the street has trouble breathing and I was afraid that it was going to affect him. I tried 

to help him move his cars out of the way not knowing how bad it was going to be and what was going to 

happen.   Fire officials say it was a propane heater that started the fire.   It was in the kitchen, making sure 

the pipes didn't freeze, but caught the cabinets on fire. 

 

01/07/10  7am 

They did all the behind-the-scenes work -- now they get to see it all come together at the Intrust bank arena. 

Volunteers and others who helped make the arena happen got a tour Wednesday -- these are people who 

worked on anything from tax issues to picking the arena site.  County officials who were there told us 

they're excited about the first event Saturday - we asked arena project manager Ron Holt if he has tickets to 

the brad paisley concert. 

I do...but they're way up high. Yep...yep...I've got tickets to brad paisley we're going to park at ld, catch a 

trolley ride, come here...have a margarita and enjoy the event. The city says streets around the arena will 

stay open for that concert...but expect more officers helping out with traffic and security -and writing 

tickets for illegal parking. 

 

01/08/10  10pm 

Country fans won't have to wait long for another big concert.  George strait and reba mcentire are coming 

to town.  They'll perform at the arena on February 19th.  Lee Ann Womack will also take to the Intrust 

stage.  Tickets go on sale a week from tomorrow at the arena and select-a-seat outlets. 

 

01/09/10  7pm 

Brad paisley is the first of several big events at the arena.  George strait and Reba McIntyre are coming 

February 19th.  The Harlem globetrotters take to the court January 22nd.   Elton john and Billy Joel bring 

their face-2-face show to Wichita march third.   Bon jovi rocks out March 11th.  He's followed by Taylor 

swift on April first.  And Tim mcgraw on June 11th.   For more on the arena including ticket information,  

head to k-w-c-h dot-com.   

 

01/12/10  7am 

Developers want the city's help to build a hotel at waterwalk. tonight the wichita city council will consider 

spending two and a half million dollars to help construct a marriott hotel.  the whole project is worth 12 



 

 

million dollars.  if approved... the city would use guest tax revenue to fund its portion.   it also plans to 

study the impact a new hotel would have on the hyatt...which the city helps fund.  if there's a negative 

impact... the city could withdraw its funding. 

 

01/13/10  7am 

Coming in our 6-30 half hour we welcome a guest to our show. Wichita state student hayley fry made it as 

a contestant on the price is right.  Her episode aired yesterday, but she'll be here this morning to talk about 

her experience on the show.  Again, it will be in the 6-30 half hour.  

 

01/14/10  7am 

Many kansans have reached out to help the country over the years.     and now, those kansans are reaching 

out again. A food packing event is planned for this Friday and Saturday afternoons in the El Dorado Civic 

Center.   Numana, Inc. packed food in the same location three weeks ago.   At the time, that food was going 

to feed Haitian school children.    Now, it's going to feed anyone in the country affected by the quake. We 

need as many people as we can. Hhelp us package the food that's going to be sent, which will actually be in 

those hands -- and the tummies -- of those devastated people by the first part of next week. This summer, 

we introduced you to Kay Self, a Newton woman donating shoes to Haitians.  Self has yet to hear from 

anyone she met last year.  And she says all she can do is wait. 

 

01/15/10  10pm 

A date has been set for George Fahnestocks funeral. The well-known business and community leader was 

found dead at his home yesterday.   The Church of the Magdalene tells us Fahnestock's funeral will be on 

Tuesday. The church tells us a time has not been determined. 

 

01/17/10  7pm 

Many schools are not in session tomorrow because of martin luther king day. here's how city branches are 

observing the holiday.     all of these will be closed tomorrow: the wichita public library, park and 

recreation centers, city-arts, cowtown, the mid america all-indian center, the wichita art museum, and 

botanica. the city's municipal golf courses will be open.  the animal shelter will be open on holiday hours.. 

1 to 5 p-m.    transit buses are running on the saturday schedule.  check out the list at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

01/18/10  7am 

Another sold out concert at the intrust bank arena. Tickets to reba mcentire and george strait went on sale 

saturday.   Arena officials tell us....the concert sold out in a little more than 2 hours.   The country stars will 

be in wichita february 19th.  

 

01/20/10  7am 

a special benefit for earthquake survivors is set for this friday.    "hope for haiti' will air on more than a 

dozen broadcast and cable networks including c-b-s.   It starts Friday at seven.   Find more about the 

special... and more ways to help at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

01/21/10  7am 

A wichita dental clinic is paying up.   The justice department says media reports -- including those from 

factifinder 12 -- helped lead to a multi- million dollar payout from the company that operates small smiles. 

In this factfinder 12 follow-up. Forba has agreed to reimburse medicaid 24 million dollars.  The company 

performed unnecessary procedures on children including crowns, tooth extractions, and root canals.  We 

have zero tolerance for those who break the law to exploit children in need. Illegal conduct like this 

endangers a child's well-being distorts the judgment of health professionals and puts corporate profits ahead 

of patient safety. Kansas will get about one-point two million dollars.    As part of the settlement small 

smiles agreed to fire many of its dentists, and change the way it operates. 

 

1/25/10  8am 

 Victoria Woods is a senior at East High. She says she couldn't donate money to haiti so she decided to give 

blue jeans. Woods calls her effort "Jeans for Teens". She hopes to collect 100-thousand pairs of jeans to 

send to teenagers and children in Haiti. A bin was set inside her high school Friday, where teachers and 

students can drop of donations. I couldn't imagine my whole house and everything that I've ever had being 



 

 

gone and nobody being able to help me. Woods says she'll take new or used jeans. You can drop off jeans 

at the East High School main office. 

 

1/26/10  8am 

Wichita city mayor Carl brewer will deliver his state of the city address tonight at 6.  you can also watch it 

live on the city government cable channel 7. Mayor Brewer told the Wichita eagle he'll talk about recruiting 

new businesses and keeping the ones already here. 

 

1/27/10  8am 

People in this neighborhood hope a road project will ease congestion.  Work is about to begin on maize 

road from Kellogg south to Pawnee. Crews will widen the roads to two lanes in each direction, plus a 

center turn lane. The area is mainly residential.  Federal stimulus money will pay for the 4 million dollar 

project.  

 

1/28/10  8am 

Another report of strangers approaching school children in Newton.  That makes 8 reports in 3 months.     

Police say the description of the suspects and cars differs each time.  Newton police officers say they have 

increased patrols to watch for suspicious people. 

 

1/29/10  8am 

It's the largest number of dogs to ever come into the caring hands humane society in newton at one time.   

Staff unloads a horse trailer full of crates - about 35 dogs in all.  They're just some the more than 100 dogs 

state inspectors removed from puppy ranch in butler county. Better in our belief to get as many of the dogs 

out of the situation that we can and leave her with animals that are in an acceptable situation.  So that's 

what we did.  State inspection reports show breeder bobbie rayburn failed six of her last eight inspections.  

The biggest problems were cleanliness and overcrowding. Hi, you gonna be next? Here at caring 

hands...vet tech william white examines the dogs.  This is a physical exam for each animal that comes in to 

make sure everything is taken care. Most of the dogs are adults, they were rayburn's breeding stock.  The 

staff here says most appear to be in pretty good shape. But they may take a little longer to get used to a 

regular home. That they don't know what toys are, they don't know what stairs are, they've never 

experienced anything a normal dog experiences. But staff says with love and care...the pure bred dogs can 

make wonderful pets.  We're hoping that we can move these animals into good loving homes as quickly as 

possible. Lots of dogs...that need good homes.   Caring hands hopes that happens soon.   In newton, kim 

wilhelm kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

2/1/10  7am 

The McPherson opera house will reopen later this month.  It took 24 years to restore the opera house. "Tap 

dance" is the next show. It starts February 14th. 

 

2/2/10  7am 

The Wichita city council is expected to vote on incentives today... to help a developer build a hotel at water 

walk... the city would invest two-and-a-half million dollars to help construct a Marriott hotel... The 

incentives would be funded with revenue from the Guest Tax. 

 

2/3/10  7am 

Doctors say -- a daycare owner's story doesn't match a baby's injuries now..that hutchinson daycare home is 

closed. The state suspended the license of Elizabeth Gray daycare.  That’s where a baby suffered a head 

injury while in an infant swing last month.  The daycare provider says...she heard the swing hit the wall 

several times and thought another child pushed the swing.  She didn't realize the baby was hurt until later.  

The baby was released from a Wichita hospital last week. 

 

2/4/10  7am 

A wellington grocery store will close its doors because of the economy.  The apple market is the town's 

only locally owned store that's been around for 50 years. But the owner says there's too much competition 

out there for the place to survive. The Apple Market had some loyal customers who say they'll miss the 



 

 

hometown feel. The store hasn't set a date yet for the official closing.  Apple Markets stores in Winfield and 

rose hill will stay open. 

 

2/10/10  7am 

The Wichita city council will spend 1-point-5 million dollars to build a new garden at botanica.  Botanica 

will use it to teach children about plants, the environment, and conservation.  The botanical gardens raised 

more than 3 million dollars in private funding. 

 

2/12/10  8am 

It may surprise some how much energy and agility an elephant can have...they can stand on their hind legs 

and even do a little dance..... "we watch them all the time, you know, reaching down in there to get plant 

life and different things." but it's where stephanie and cinda reach for their food that's raising some concern 

at the sedgwick county zoo...when the zoo put in the elephant exhibit in the early 70's, a moat enclosing the 

exhibit was also installed...and on the other side of the moat... Blades of green grass that the elephants want 

to eat... So, officials with the sedgwick county zoo no longer think having that moat is a good idea. That's 

why they're filling it in and installing a post and cable fence. "one of the reasons the zoo wants to build the 

fence is because these girls are not as young as they used to be, and when they reach out for food outside 

they could fall into the moat" “its preferred not to have a dry moat, because of the issues of, you know, 

potentially falling in. " stephanie once slipped and fell into the moat and was able to pull herself out... But 

that was fifteen years ago...both elephants are now in their forties... "they spend a lot of time just leaning 

out over that edge and it just uh it got to the point where i said, enough's enough and we'll fill 'er in and i'll 

sleep better!" and keeping their elephants safe for everyone to enjoy is something the zoo says it wants to 

continue doing. 

 

2/13/10  10pm 

drums and dance filled Wichita’s riverside today.   Dozens turned out for the mid-America all-Indian 

center's benefit pow-wow.     The event featured warrior dances, handmade crafts and lessons in local 

Indian history. "We have really a cultural melting pot here in Wichita where people have come to the urban 

area for jobs and different things and as a center we provide the support for those native Americans."   

pow-wows are native American celebrations of community and spirituality.   Organizers collected 

donations to pay for similar events in the future.  the center is open year-round on north Seneca.  

 

2/14/10  10pm 

A Wichita solider sends his valentines a special surprise all the way from iraq.  erika and anya king were 

pampered together at serenity spa in Wichita. It was a surprise from her husband who deployed last year.   

The two were greeted at the spa with a dozen roses and chocolates.    It's the first time he husband has been 

gone since the couple married.   But king says his gift helps."we would trade having him home and no 

pampering in a heartbeat." lezlie miles owns the spa.    She says soldiers often call or email her to set up a 

surprises like this one.  

 

2/15/10  5am 

 Family and friends remember marilyn sue gillespie sunday   the 58-year-old grandmother was stabbed to 

death in Houston, Texas more than a week ago.   Gillespie moved there from Wichita two years ago.     

Yesterday...Loved ones held a vigil in her memory. "she was just an outstanding person to share your life 

and your time and to have so many wonderful memories with. She was very family oriented. She took a lot 

of pride in what she did and it was obvious in the way people received her friendship."    Another former 

kansan -- robert golden -- is charged in her death.   Gillespie's family wants prosecutors to seek the death 

penalty. 

 

2/18/10  7am 

There is a place where Laura from the cupcake shop… we like to support the local business …and college 

student Sean who lives in his car…To me this place is nourishment inside and out …and Lisa…homeless 

and looking for work…can meet for lunch. "Would you have had a meal today if it hadn't been for this 

place?" Um No probably Not.   It’s called the Same Cafe…a name that is also its mission… So All May 

Eat. The rules are a little…different. Pick what you want from the menu. Pay what you can into the 

donation box. And if you don't have money, you can always volunteer - just step into the kitchen and work 



 

 

for your MEAL. No one is wearing a name tag that says I'm working for my food. Libby and Brad Birky 

combined their life savings with a desire to help and opened the Same café. In the beginning if we fed one 

person who needed it, it was worth it for us. Well balanced meals come with a side of pride from this 

former teacher. A lot of people have jobs to make a living, and we feel like we have this job to make a life. 

With help from volunteers, they've served 35-thousand meals in more than three years. It gives people a lot 

of hope that they're respected someplace in life and this is it…..Fund raising and grants supplement the 

donation…today's take was all of two-hundred-eighty seven dollars and 23 cents.  How do you measure 

what you've done with your day, because it certainly isn't in dollars and cents? No, definitely not in dollars 

and cents. I think it's in people who hug me on the way out the door… And somehow, they make enough, 

serve enough…to keep the restaurant and their hearts…open. 

 

2/19/10  7am 

Parents, students and staff from several salina area schools wait for results... After a teacher is tested for 

possible bacterial meningitis. Health officials say the teacher works at schools including ell saline high and 

elementary schools.  The teacher is currently in the hospital... School officials notified parents, but say 

there is nothing to worry about... Since the teacher did not show symptoms around students..."we did not 

have any students or staff exposed to any piece of what comes in contact that would put any of our folks at 

risk."  the salina health department is investigating...  And is treating immediate family members of the 

teacher for meningitis...just as a precaution. 

 

2/22/10  7am 

the mcpherson school board meets today.  one of the items on the agenda will be the recent arrest of a high 

school teacher.  he's accused of having a sexual relationship with a student. authorities plan to file charges 

this week.  the teacher is on suspension for now. 

 

2/23/10  7am 

A kansas town makes an investment...it hopes will cut down the city's growing drug problem.  Winfield got 

a new police officer... An 18-month-old belgium malinois (mal-in-wah) amed kessy (key-see). Donations 

paid for the dog who's trained to find drugs, track evidence and look for missing people.  Winfield’s dog 

handle will start training next month. 

 

2/24/2010 7am 

The el dorado school district says it will do more work before a big school bond vote. The district held 

meetings last month to tell parents about the plan to build four new schools.  But after a telephone survey, 

officials learned more than two-thirds of voters know nothing about the plan.  And those who do know say 

they want more information.  

 

2/25/10  7am 

We could learn today what destroyed a Wichita restaurant yesterday.  The fire started late yesterday 

afternoon at Angela's cafe at Kellogg and Greenwich.  An employee  was in the building at the time of the 

fire, and was not hurt.  Investigators say the building is a total loss. 

 

2/26/10  7am 

Lisa yoder's marketing students have their hands full....of dresses. We now have 26 total dresses from the 

students.  An entire wall is lined with sequins...coral...blue and pink.  But less than a week ago, only four 

dresses hung on *these* racks. I was a little worried.  Yoder and her students head up princess closet. Her 

class collects new and gently used gowns then donate them to area teens. A lot of girls maybe can't afford 

to pay two or three hundred dollars for a prom dress.  Last year, princess closet gave out more than fifty 

dresses just like *these*.  Yoder expects the need will be greater this year, she says her students take every 

opportunity to fill the racks. Fifty percent of students here in the newton school district qualify for free or 

reduced lunches and as purse strings get even tighter these dresses are a great way for parents to save if 

they don't have the extra cash. They go to dinner, get the flowers so their maybe spending five hundred or 

eight hundred dollars just on one night. This gives them an opportunity to choose something that they really 

like.      Becky stineman, uses her store as a donation site. I think maybe this is the fourth or fifth year for it 

and i think a lot of people have already donated and i think that is one of the reasons numbers are down a 

little bit this year.  So, stineman's encouraging customers to take a second look and part with dresses they 



 

 

probably won't wear again.  Every now and then you'll have one that you think oh that will never go out but 

most of the time they are very pretty dresses.  Dresses that yoder says, will do more for students, than just 

make them look good.  In newton kara sewell kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

3/3/10  7am 

The city of Wichita approves a 25 million dollar plan to expand Kellogg. Six lanes will stretch to 

Greenwich -- Kellogg will go underneath Webb road ... And the turnpike exit will stay in the same spot.  

The city hopes the project will be finished in three years. 

 

3/4/2010  7am 

Elton john and billy joel were the big ticket, but their concert wasn't the only thing happening in downtown 

wichita last night. The music legends performed to a sellout crowd at intrust bank arena. But wichitans had 

plenty of choices including the garden show and the beatles tribute "rain"...both events were at century two. 

Despite all the activity downtown...there was little trouble with traffic or parking.  Folks told us it was a 

great night...it's pretty cool that we have all these things downtown. There are a lot of people here tonight “i 

think it's a good problem to have there's a lot of choices especially this evening.” Intrust bank arena won't 

be empty for long.  Sesame street live starts tomorrow...followed by a thunder game next week...and then 

bon jovi plays march 11.  

 

3/5/2010  7am 

Boeing will bid for the contract to build the air force's new refueling tanker.     It’s in the aviation watch. 

The company will base the tanker on its popular 767. The controls will be borrowed from the new dream 

liner. The contract for nearly 2-hundred planes is worth between 35 and 40 billion dollars.  The planes will 

be built in washington state and converted into tankers in wichita. The contract would mean at least 1-

thousand jobs in the wichita area. 

 

3/8/2010  7am 

 Leftover trash is causing problems at a local dog park.  Chapin dog park in south wichita is built on land 

that was once used as a landfill. Now a lot of glass, metal and plastic is coming up from underneath the dirt. 

So, volunteers with the "big dogs and huge paws" organization spent this weekend cleaning it up.  City 

crews maintain the park, but they says it’s hard to keep up with the trash and volunteers are always needed. 

We're happy there's a dog park, we're not happy with all the trash everywhere. The dog park just opened in 

december. There are over ten acres of land devoted to large and small dogs.  Dogs that play in the park 

must have current tags. 

 

3/9/2010  7am 

City council members will also vote on a new scrap metal ordinance today.  The plan would require 

showing i-d or a thumb print...to trade scrap metal for cash.  It also would require scrap dealers to be 

licensed and keep records of transactions. Theft of scrap metal creates a major crime problem for the police 

department. 

 

3/10/2010 7am 

The federal government issues new flood maps for Salina...  And that could force more than 20-percent of 

property owners to buy flood insurance...   Eyewitness news reporter melody Pettit shows us why the city 

says... The maps are wrong. 

 

3/11/2010 7am 

If you're in north Wichita, you may want to add a little more time to your route today.  Construction is set 

to begin today on 21st street between Waco and Topeka.  Roads there will be down to one lane each way as 

crews will be paving, adding new landscaping and fixing turf in some areas.  And at 21st & Broadway, the 

city will put in left turn lanes. But for now, city officials say there will be no left turn allowed at that 

intersection. 

 

3/12/2010 7am 



 

 

Your water rates will  be going up by 15 percent. Yesterday afternoon city manager Robert Layton 

announced... People have used 13 percent less water since 2006 -- far less than the city expected.  That 

means less money coming in...A shortfall officials only noticed a couple of months ago. 

 

3/15/2010 7am 

After a winter break, construction resumes at Kellogg & eye-135 today.   Beginning this morning... You 

can no longer get onto Kellogg from the interstate.  The closed ramps are shown in red.  Crews will spend 

the next seven months working on the interchange. Phase one of the project was completed last summer.  

As before, the official detour is eye-235.  Work should be complete by the end of October.  The project 

costs about 20-million dollars. 

 

3/16/2010 7am 

Besides your ticket...make sure you bring quarters to events at century two in wichita. That's because if you 

want to park close...you'll have to feed the parking meters. It's a situation that's caught some event-goers off 

guard lately.  Some say they didn't think they had to pay the meters...after five o'clock.  But if you park in a 

metered spot...you must pay or face a ticket.  The city has recently started upping enforcement - which is 

the reason why some people are now noticing it.  My big rule of thumb is to look at the meter and see what 

it says.  If it's not clearly stated, odds are the meter is going to be enforced.   The century two meters are 

good for between five and ten hours...so you won't have to worry about running out of time.  There's also 

plenty of free parking in the area. 

 

3/17/2010 7am 

Census forms are arriving in the mail. And for some... They're being hand-delivered by a census worker.  In 

wellington the city council signed a proclamation in support of the census.  The mayor says filling the form 

out is important to the town's future.  Federal and state funding decisions are based on the census data.  

Census workers are hand-delivering forms to some rural parts of wellington to make sure people get them.  

Wellington resident neil o'brien says he's already mailed back his form. I think it gave the government the 

information without answering a lot of questions and no private questions that's good too.  Census officials 

say for every one percent of people who send back their form, the government saves 87-million dollars. 

That's because they won't have to send additional forms or send workers to your home. 

 

3/18/2010 7am 

Damaged homes and cluttered lots... Still stand in Greensburg. Nearly three years after a tornado destroyed 

the town...city leaders say they expected it to be a problem as soon as the clean-up process began.  Many 

people left town and others quickly moved on to rebuilding in other parts of Greensburg. That's left 

damaged homes and open basements lining the streets. I'm reminded daily, from people in the community, 

get properties cleaned up, why haven't we dealt with that why aren't we doing that and we are dealing with 

that. It's just such a cumbersome process we just take it one day at a time.  Fines have been issued and the 

city is even threatening some people with court.  Hewitt says he hopes they can clean the last of the 

properties up within the next year. 

 

3/19/2010 7am 

Funeral services are this morning for three family members killed in a turnpike crash.  The only member to 

survive a crash on the turnpike is now in serious condition.  On Monday, the family of four was hit head-on 

by a man driving the wrong way.  A Wichita mom was killed, along with her son and daughter, and the 

driver of the other vehicle. 

 

3/23/2010 7am 

The nightmare was getting from that parking spot to the arena. Jeff farney had to cross Douglas in his 

wheel chair to get to the Elton john Billy Joel concert. You can't get up on the sidewalk, so i was going in 

the street trying to dodge in and out of cars, very dangerous. He's frustrated because not only were the 24 

accessible spaces at the arena full...but the parking attendant also gave him wrong information about 

accessible city owned lots. I said what about lot d, he said there is no lot d. Farney and others with 

disabilities will share their parking issues at the disability advisory board Wednesday.  City parking 

coordinator Mandy pankratz will be there. We want to hear what the concerns are, so we can take that back. 

She thinks the main issue is education...because they've never filled all of the accessible spaces in city 



 

 

owned lots.  There is enough parking; it's the location of the parking people are concerned about. The 

disabled say it's frustrating to see empty parking spaces on the arena property, but the arena says the 

problem is these spots are owned by suite holders and they never know if they're going to show up for an 

event. Farney says there has to be a better way to keep track...so the arena can open those spaces if they're 

going to be empty.  If they don't get something figured out, someone is going to get ran over. Or farney 

says he'll just stop going to the arena all together. It's not worth it. 

 
3/24/2010 7am 
Hit the books... Crank out that homework... The education clichés have all been drilled into students' heads.  

But what is it about learning with your hands that sometimes seems to be so much more effective? "Yeah, 

just tap it normal."...tap, tap, tap, tap "we are supporting the aviation, the machining program.  My students 

are going to be those workers." Bryan Jones’ machining 3 class at Wichita’s northwest high is for the 

upper-classmen... The students who'll be in the real world within a couple of years.   "The goal here is that 

I’m going to make a 24-sided cube, basically."  "Ultimately, I want to manage my own machine shop." for 

junior Austin Stuart, it's as much about what his hands and eyes have experienced...as what books tell him. 

“Really, you're learning a lot about the machines, you're learning a lot about what you're doing."  "This is 

where most...well, almost every machinist has started from a conventional."  "of course, the goal is to turn 

these classes into real world experience.  For instance, students can start on manual machines like this lathe 

and graduate to a computerized lathe like this one you'll see in machine shops and aviation factories all 

around Wichita."  Without this career and tech ed class...Stuart believes he'd have different plans for his 

future. "I probably wouldn't be going into machining.  This class really inspired me."  "...and I’ve come to 

really enjoy what I’m doing." "of course, I’m a little bit biased, but i think that my students are going to be 

the ones who go on and do great things." around here, metal blocks and futures have a lot in common. This 

is one of the few places both can simultaneously take shape. "ooh, there's a good one." 

 

3/25/2010 7am 

Should guns be allowed on college campuses? Some Kansas lawmakers think so.  On Wednesday, the state 

house passed a bill allowing people with a conceal carry license to have a gun in any public building that 

doesn't have "adequate security." that's defined as any public building without a metal detector. Public 

college campuses are included.  Students have mixed reactions about people carrying guns in the 

classroom. I don't know what people are going to do with it.  I don't know if they're going to protect 

themselves or not protect themselves and if i don't know, i really don't like people having guns on campus. 

Obviously if they are allowed to go through a process, i wouldn't be opposed to it   the Kansas board of 

regents is against the idea...saying it would endanger students and faculty.  The bill moves on to the Kansas 

senate. 

 
3/26/2010 7am 

Sedgwick County’s h-1-n-1 flu vaccine clinic closes today.... The county health department opened the 

clinic last fall at the old Wichita mall on harry street to meet the demand for the vaccine. There are plenty 

of doses still available. If you want to protect yourself from swine flu-- you'll have to go to the health 

department on west central.  

 
3/29/2010 7am 

Some Kansas churches celebrate "national black marriage day".  The goal is to re-establish the sanctity of 

marriage in the african-american community.  Hundreds of couples showed up for the event at Wichita’s 

tabernacle Baptist church Sunday.  The event hopes encourage african-american couples to form lasting 

relationships that lead to long and successful marriages.  Sherdell breathett says negative images on t-v and 

in music videos have changed the way african-americans view marriage..go back to 1961 and 80% of 

families in the black community were married, a nuclear family. Today its in the 30th percentile, sad 

commentary.  Breathett says african-americans who stay married live longer, are less likely to fall into 

poverty and their children typically go farther in school. 

 

3/31/2010 7am 

Things could be turning around for Wichita’s general aviation industry. At Midwest corporate aviation... 

Sales bottomed out late last year -- and now fuel sales at the airport are on the way up.  Industry experts say 

they're encouraged by the news..it was just more the attitude of people...we're not going to spend money 



 

 

right now and hopefully we're getting through some of that. I think before the end of the year is out we'll be 

seeing people coming back to work assembly lines being expanded and seeing a lot of new product 

development coming along.  That's the president of the national air transportation association --  he told 

local aviation leaders yesterday...the recession is coming to an end...but experts say, it could still take years 

before a full recovery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ECONOMY Q-1 

 
01/01/10  8am 

Janitors for united and delta in Boston say they got their point across. They ended their 24 hour strike at 

Boston’s Logan international airport. The workers clean toilets and planes for Aramark---which contracts 

with the airlines.  Employees say they want a raise and an increase in benefits. Aramark hasn't commented 

on the strike.  

 

01/03/10  7pm 

Oklahoma got the worst of it, but the Christmas snowstorm will still cost Kansas plenty.   K-DOT says 

clearing the snow was more expensive than previous storms.  Higher pay rates and labor costs are the 

reason.  The typical snowstorm costs K-DOT about 2-million dollars.   the exact cost of the Christmas 

snow won't be know for a couple of weeks. 

 

01/04/10  7am 

It's good news---slightly---for the economy in the Midwest.  Researchers say the region should see some 

improvement this coming year...and in fact saw a bit last month.  Economists say growth measured 50.3 on 

a scale for December. That compares to 47. 5 in November. Any number above 50 shows growth in the 

economy.  The monthly index comes from the forecasting group a Creighton university.  

 

01/05/10  7am 

Its day two for some laid off workers at Cessna.   They went back to work yesterday. They'll be working on 

the assembly line for the Cessna citation sovereign, which is receiving several international orders. Two 

more groups will start over the next few weeks -- for a total of 180.   Martin eddy learned last month he'd 

be coming back to work.  He'll spend this week in orientation and training.  He says the people training him 

are almost as excited as the rehired workers. “And can you imagine what it's like to be in the hr 

department?  I mean, we're being laid off, but then they're the people that are laying us off...and the anxiety 

that they go through.  They're like at last!  We can bring some people back."   A spokesperson for Cessna 

says the company still expects a slow year.  Since late 2008... Cessna cut about 82-hundred jobs company 

wide. 

 

01/06/10  8am 

Well, it's kind of frustrating when -- just overnight it can jump, you know, 10, 12 cents a gallon. Just put in 

20 dollars.     But after taking a nose dive in the fall of 2-thousand-eight.  The price -- and people's 

eyebrows -- is now going up.   And it's predicted to hit 2-70 this weekend.  Maybe 3 dollars a gallon by 

spring. So what's with the increase at the pump?  Partly due to this and partly due to this.  Crude oil makes 

gasoline. And the price for a barrel of crude went up. Therefore, so did the price at the pump.   And crude 

oil also makes heating oil. Something a lot of people across the nation are using with this cold snap. But 

what can you do in this economy?  It's, kind of, we have to go to work, we have to go to school, and we 

don't have a choice.  So it's frustrating in that aspect.   Frustrating, yes.  A year ago, the average price for 

gas was just below 2 dollars a gallon. There's nothing that we can do right now, just pray.   But remember 

where we were a year and a half ago. Well, it beats 4-85.  



 

 

      

01/07/10  7am 

As you wake up this morning, you may be tempted to pushing that thermostat up a notch or two.  Just 

remember what that can do to your utility bill.   Westar energy says it's seeing an increase in people not 

paying their bill.  The utility company says customers are almost 14 million dollars behind on payments.   

That's two million dollars more than the outstanding balance it had in '08.  If you can't pay your bill right 

now, Westar has one piece of advice.  They should always try to contact us, because we always have some 

options. Agencies out there, churches, any assistance out there we can give them to see what all help they 

can get.   If you need help paying your utility bills -- log onto our website -- k-w-c-h-dot-com.   We have a 

list of resources to help you. 

 

01/10/10  7pm 

Businesses continue to suffer in Anthony.  It’s been six months since a fire destroyed a block of downtown.  

The remaining businesses say customers have been slow to return. The July fire started when a section of 

road collapsed, breaking a gas line.  The city predicts it will take another month before the wreckage is 

cleared.  And even longer before the storefronts are rebuilt.  

 

01/11/10  8am 

Wichita school board members are expected to vote tonight on a land deal that would bring a new high 

school to southeast Wichita. The board could sell about 12-acres of land that's currently part of the 

northwest high school campus to a commercial developer.   The district would net about a million dollars 

that would go toward purchase of property at 127th street east and pawnee for a new high school.  The land 

deal has been met with criticism.   Some folks who live near northwest high don't want the added 

development...and other critics say the school district is selling its land at far below market value.. 

 

01/12/10  8am 

Airbus is claiming the title of world's largest planemaker. The chief rival of boeing says it delivered a 

record 498 aircraft in 2009  -- that's 15 more than it had in '08 and 17 more than boeing reported.  

Meantime, airbus ceo tom ender says a troubled military transport plane project is hurting the company's 

competitiveness. 

 

01/13/10  7am 

Kansans react to governor mark parkinson's plan to raise the sales tax. Business owners are against it, 

because a higher sales tax would hurt their bottom line -- and for some... Like convenience store owners ... 

It would mean extra competition. The cigarette tax increase as well as the one cent sales tax increase could 

have huge ramifications for our industry more importantly the people that compete on the border, the 

border of missouri and the border of oklahoma. As the old saying goes if you want less of something tax it, 

so if you want less sales to small businesses then tax us. The governor's proposal calls for a one-cent sales 

tax increase for three years.     The state sales tax would go up to 6-point-3 percent.  The governor says that 

would bring in 308 million dollars a year in revenue.  The state budget gap is 400 million dollars for the 

next fiscal year.  

 

01/14/10  7am 

Goodwill is just one of many non-profit organizations that doesn't pay sales tax.  It stands to lose about 55-

thousand dollars a year - if forced to start paying. We're trying to meet the needs of those people who are 

employed, the people who are really struggling right now.  Please don't make our job any harder than it is. 

But some other tax exemptions may surprise you.  James douglas shelled out a flat 13 bucks for his golf 

game.  Since he played at a wichita municipal course...he didn't have to pay tax.  But go to a privately-

owned course...tax is part of your bill. One lawmaker says this is just an example of why the state needs to 

look over all tax exemptions.  He says over the years, the state has granted too many exemptions and it's 

not fair. When a certain entity is not paying tax, often times the burden gets shifted onto someone else.  

House minority leader paul davis is pushing for a thorough look at every exemption.  He says while there 

are a lot of entities that deserve a tax break...the list has gotten out of hand.  Back at the public 

course...some say they wouldn't mind paying tax. It doesn't matter to me.  But others believe charging 

tax...may drive golfers away...off-setting the purpose of bringing in more money. If they keep doing it, yes. 

Another increasing cost - at a time when fewer have money to spend. They're going to start cutting back if 



 

 

they would raise taxes because we're going to get taxed on everything else anyway.lawmakers will decide 

whether to look over the exemption list.  Those on it - wait to hear how much it may cost them.     Kim 

wilhelm.  Kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

01/16/10  7am 

Do you file your tax returns on paper?  You could soon have to pay extra for it. The state department of 

revenue wants lawmakers to allow it to charge fees for filing on paper.     Officials say it would encourage 

people to file electronically... and offset the cost of processing paper returns. here's a look at the proposed 

fees.  It would be 25 dollars for a paper income tax return.   Five dollars for a paper sales or user tax return.  

And having a refund sent as a paper check would cost another 10 dollars.  The department is also reducing 

costs by printing fewer instruction booklets... and charging tax preparers 25 dollars for printed booklets.  

 

01/18/10  7am 

Another sold out concert at the intrust bank arena.  Tickets to reba mcentire and george strait went on sale 

saturday.    Arena officials tell us....the concert sold out in a little more than 2 hours.      The country stars 

will be in wichita february 19th.  

      

01/19/10  7am 

lawmakers are also trying to decide if they should take a pay cut.  Supporters of the idea say...that will help 

the state's budget problems...without cutting money for schools and social services.  opponents 

say...lawmakers don't make a lot of money anyway. thousand dollars a year that's all we really make, and to 

cut another two thousand out of that when many are sacrificing to be here in the first place to me it would 

not be responsible for us to not take a cut when it comes to lawmaker salaries...kansas ranks 47th out of all 

the state legislatures.   tell us what you think - go to kwch-dot-com. 

 

01/20/10  7am 

Another round of layoffs happened tuesday at the kansas city star.    about a dozen more employees got the 

ax.     But despite the layoffs, the star's publisher sent out an email saying the company is beginning to see 

improvement in revenue, and that the worst days are over.   He says the star will start giving raises again in 

march, and laid off workers will get a severance, and have some benefits subsidized. 

 

01/21/10  7am 

As school districts across kansas struggle with budget problems... So does the state.  Kansas faces a 400-

million dollar budget gap in the next fiscal year.   that's a top concern of governor mark parkinson.   He 

spoke yesterday morning at wichita state university.   Parkinson says the way out of the shortfall is more 

money... Not more cuts... 

"if we cut an additional four hundred million dollars out of that budget, schools are going to close, classes 

are going to get quite large, our education programs will suffer, our future will suffer. So we've got to stop 

cutting."   parkinson's proposals include a tobacco tax increase he says will bring in 70-million more 

dollars.   He's also proposing a one-cent sales tax increase that he says will bring in more than 300-million.  

The sales tax idea faces much opposition from legislators... Who say now is not the time to ask kansans to 

pay more taxes. 

 

1/25/2010 8am 

 One year ago, president barack obama laid out an aggressive agenda-- to tackle as many of the nation's big 

problems as quickly- as possible. As he begins his second year in office- the white house is defending that 

approach- amid criticism that the president hasn't delivered the change he promised.  This president has had 

to face an extraordinary number of challenges in a very short period of time as i've heard him say often i'm 

sure he could ignore some of these things, but i'm not sure which would the american people would want 

him to ignore.  The president's most pressing issue- the struggling economy.  Republicans pointing to 

unemployment over ten percent- despite a 787-billion dollar stimulus package passed last year.  They have 

passed legislation such as the stimulus package which has actually harmed the economy of the country and 

its time we turn the page and sit down in a bipartisan fashion and try and work out the problems that are 

most serious for the american people. The administration maintains the stimulus package has helped and 

that the president is renewing his focus on jobs- something he is expected to reiterate in his upcoming state 

of the union address-  



 

 

 

1/26/10  8am 

 President obama and the congressional democrats put healthcare on the back burner to concentrate more 

on jobs and the economy. On monday, the president announced a series of proposals aimed at helping the 

middle class. The president is also expected to ask congress to freeze spending for some domestic 

programs. Top senate leaders have drafted another stimulus plan worth more than 82 billion dollars.  They 

say it would offer help to small businesses, and would boost spending on road construction and mass 

transit. Tomorrow night the president delivers his state of the union address. You can watch on our sister 

station kwch 12 beginning at 8.      

 

1/28/10  8am 

 Kansas senators approve a bill amending the current state budget. The vote approves cuts and transfers 

made by governor mark parkinson. The kansas senate rejected a bill that would have restored 22 million 

dollars in cuts for medicaid reimbursements. 

 

1/28/10  7am 

Even though the price of gas jumped this week...most of us aren't complaining like we were when it was 

almost 4 bucks a gallon. They're a little better than they were but they are still high.  But imagine paying an 

extra 20 cents per gallon right now.  Kansas lawmakers are considering a proposal which means you would 

start paying sales tax on gas.  To raise it another 20 cents that's crazy. I think a lot of people struggle with 

gas already.  I think if we add more money it would just make it worse. The added tax would raise about 6 

1/2 billion dollars for the state highway plan.  It would be used for construction projects and road repairs. 

Drivers say think of the cost if gas hits a high like it did last year.  It was a hardship last summer when it 

got up like that.  If they keep adding more and more and we get to that 4 dollars again it's going to be hard. 

Especially during a down economy.  It's hard enough to get by already.  Groups like the petroleum 

marketers and convenience store association have already come out against the idea...saying the tax will 

cost local retailers business.  Wichita lawmakers say the tax doesn't have much support in topeka...but it 

will at least be heard.   

 

1/29/10 7am 

President Obama heads to Baltimore today to announce a new plan targeted at helping struggling workers. 

The 33 billion dollar package of tax breaks is supposed to encourage businesses to hire new workers and 

give employees raises.  While in Maryland, the President will also address House Republicans and tour a 

small business. 

 

2/1/10  7am 

President obama's nearly 4-trillion dollar budget proposal goes to congress today.  The plan includes a 

request for one hundred billion dollars to create jobs.  It calls for the continuation of some middle class tax 

breaks and small stipends for people on social security. The plan also includes tax increases on the wealthy 

and a spending freeze on many government programs. Experts say the budget as it's proposed would 

increase the deficit to a record breaking one-point-six trillion dollars.  

 

2/2/10  7am 

The next step for president barack obama's proposed 3.8 trillion dollar budget Starts tuesday on capitol hill- 

where it will be up to top administration Officials to push the plan to congress-- where lawmakers 

ultimately decide  

Whether to pay for it. The budget seeks to boost the fragile economy with additional spending while also 

making cuts to control the nation's deficit. We won't be able to bring down this deficit overnight. The 

president's budget seeks to reduce the deficit by 1.2 trillion dollars over  the next ten years by allowing the 

bush tax cuts to expire for high-income households, imposing a fee on banks, ending tax subsidies for oil, 

gas and coal, and putting a three-year cap on non-defense discretionary spending. Also on the chopping 

block- nasa's moon program- and with it-- critics say thousands  of jobs. Former astronaut and Florida 

senator bill nelson hopes to see new investment from the private sector. I'm told in this figure of 7,000 jobs 

lost that we will see 17-hundred jobs produced with regard to the commercial rockets plus several hundred 

other jobs as they modernize the Kennedy space center. But critics say the president's budget involves far 



 

 

too much spending and increases this year's deficit to a record breaking 1.56 trillion. This budget increases 

taxes, spending, debt and deficit basically almost every year going out.  

 

2/3/10  8am 

For as long as he's been filing taxes, Irving birds have done it by paper.  He's also likes getting a paper 

check - instead of having it electronically deposited into his bank account. If it goes directly to the bank 

then i have to wait for my statement to come.  I prefer to receive it myself. That's why Irving...and many 

other seniors...were irritated to hear the state may start charging 25 dollars to file a paper tax return.  If you 

want a paper refund check...it would cost you 10 dollars.  You're going to charge me for this and charge me 

for that.  By the time they get through charging, i have nothing left. Percent of Kansans file taxes 

electronically.  23 percent use computer tax programs like turbo tax...yet print off the paper form and mail 

it because some software charges extra to file electronically.  Only 9 percent strictly use paper.  Look 

around the department of revenue - it's easy to see why it costs the state more to process paper returns.  150 

employees are needed to do the job - as opposed to only 12 employees who do electronic returns. Even so, 

for those who don't file by computer say they shouldn't have to pay extra to get their own money back.  

Many don't have a computer or know how to file on one.  You go into the computer and look - where do i 

go from here?  It's not fair to the seniors.  After hearing hundreds of complaints...the state is reconsidering 

the fees.  Still trying to find a way to save money...yet trying to find a fair way to work with taxpayers 

through the process 

 

2/4/10  8am 

Chris Becker works hard. He lives for the day he can retire--and collect his pension.  All of it. That was the 

whole reason I took the job, was the security, the benefits. About that pension.... Some say mr. Becker 

ought to enjoy the dream while he can. There is now an all-out war on union-negotiated, tax-payer-funded 

government pensions. From new York to California. We have cities that are on the verge of bankruptcy. 

They cannot make that pension payment. We have to do something. In California, the two largest pension 

systems are 165-billion-dollars in the red. Here's why: you're looking at the 100k club. A list of retired 

government workers compiled by the citizen activist group, the California foundation for  fiscal 

responsibility.  Each person gets pensions of at least 100-thousand dollars a year.  The group says there is 

eight-thousand-plus in the club. You have that asset for the rest of your life. No matter if the market 

implodes. No matter if our pension funds lose every penny. You have it no matter what you do.  And that's 

true in most states. On Tuesday, this New York state prison bid adeiu to frank tassone. A school 

superintendent who served three years for embezzling millions of dollars from his school district. That's 

him in the white car. Going home to collect 173,495.04 -- per year--in pension benefits.  Part of the 

problem is, because so many of these pensions are enshrined in contracts, it's very hard and very expensive 

to go through and pull some of them..so it may well be in some cases it will cost the city more to take away 

the pension than it would just paying it in the first place. It's why the california foundation for fiscal 

responsibility and change is collecting signatures to put "pension reform" on the november ballot. It would, 

among other things: "...allow(s) public employers to adjust retirement contribution rates for new employees 

in future labor agreements..." unions are against a voter initiative because, in many states, their members 

have already agreed to reduce or pay more into pension plans. And, let's face it: chris becker won't collect 

anywhere near 100k a year when the retires. He worries that if government officials can adjust his 

retirement--will they go after the little guy first? "...you cut off our pensions, ya know, no one got rich 

taking this job. So ya know what else do we have? That's really all we have is our pensions and our 

benefits. 

 

2/5/10  7am 

Kansas faces a 39 million dollar budget short-fall by the end of june.  The new figure comes as the house 

appropriations committee tries to save money by rewriting some of the current state budget. Officials say 

the state faces a 416 million dollar budget gap for the upcoming fiscal year.   

 
2/9/10  7am 

The magazine industry continues to lose business.  Newsstand purchases slipped more than 9 percent in the 

second half of last year... and paid subscriptions fell by more than one percent. Analysts blame the weak 

economy and the variety of free reading material available online.  



 

 

 

2/11/10  7AM 

Think you already pay too much for your utilities? Try adding another 20 dollars every month. State 

lawmakers are being urged to repeal a sales tax exemption on water, power and natural gas bills and that 

would mean everyone pays more.  Lifting the exemption would add 140 million dollars in revenue at a time 

when the state is in desperate need of money.  Fact finder 12 asked lawmakers what they think of the 

proposal.  Most say now is not the time to raises taxes, especially on utility bills.  To tax people right now 

when they're trying to make ends meet we have some of the coldest weather you don't go taxing their 

utilities.  A house committee will meet to discuss the exemptions starting today.  We also spoke with 

Wichita representative melody mccray-miller about the utility exemption.   She says nothing is "off the 

table" right now.  She wants to hear all the details before making a decision  

 

2/12/10  8am 

80 bridges to repair, but not enough money for all of them. Reno County has some tough choices to make.  

This week, commissioners approved the first ever mill levy for bridge repair.  Most of the bridges were 

built in the1940's and 1950's -- several of those bridges won't be replaced...because there's no money.  Road 

crews say they understand nearby residents are frustrated. “they live on that road or they farm on the other 

side, but a lot of the residents don't realize just like the Arkansas river...we don't have a bridge going across 

that river every mile.  Never have had." 

 

2/16/10  7am 

A BILL IN THE KANSAS LEGISLATURE WOULD BRING PASSENGER RAIL SERVICE TO 

WICHITA. Here’s a look at the existing service that doesn't have a stop in Wichita but does in Newton. 

The train runs from Fort Worth to Kansas city... the bill passed the senate transportation committee late last 

week.  if its passed and once the state has funding, Kansas would upgrade freight tracks from 60-mile-an-

hour levels to 80 miles an hour. That's part of what would bring Amtrak passenger trains to the region.” 

perhaps as soon as 2013, we could see a new train on the tracks, and that's if we have everything lined up." 

"We’ve got a long ways to go before the end of this legislative session, but we're hopeful.  The bill could 

soon move to the senate floor.  The state is looking at ways of getting federal grants to help pay for the 

project. 

 

2/19/10  7am 

"I said oh my god, they've gotta be kidding.  "The Fairchild’s were in shock. The bill for putting out the fire 

at their home was itemized. "Bottled water, they charged for bottled water." "i always thought that 

volunteer fire department was just that. Volunteer, and  taxes helped pay for that." we tracked down the 

company that sent the bill -- emergency services billing corporation. "how do you justify sending a bill for 

nearly 28 thousand dollars? Because that's what it costs. But aren't taxpayers already contributing to the 

cost of  that? If you hit a bridge, the taxpayers paid for the bridge, they're going to send you a bill to repair 

the bridge." owner and attorney robert blackford says he only bills insurance companies with rare 

exceptions. "you say it's not the individual, it's the insurance company but don't we ultimately all wind up 

paying higher premiums for this? There's about 1 or maybe 1.5 percent of all insured drivers that have an 

accident. But don't we all wind up paying for this? Maybe a nickel a month. But we all wind up paying.  A 

nickel a month. " blackford says he will sue insurance companies that don't pay his bills he has -- blackford 

argues he can bill for these services under federal environmental law. "if he's using federal law to protect 

him is there anything the state can do?  Um, well the answer right now would be no." state senator Allen 

Paul proposed legislation related to fire fees this session but withdrew it. "with people struggling already, 

can we really afford to have let this bill go?  Yes. Why? Because of not doing it properly." the state fire 

marshal offers guidance on how much departments can charge, but there are no consequences for charging 

more. "why can't it be mandatory instead of discretionary. Well right now it would take litigation, i'm sorry 

legislation to do that." meanwhile for robert blackford, business is great. "can you see why some people 

think it's unfair? Actually no. I can't." 

 

2/23/10  7am 

Continental airlines will have layoffs. The airline will cut about 6-hundred jobs in its reservations centers 

because people are booking flights online.  The company says calls to reservations agents are down 15 



 

 

percent per year. There is no charge for booking online, but customers must pay 20-dollars to make a 

reservation by phone. 

 

 

2/24/10  7am 

This accident...almost two years ago...permanently changed Todd fisher's life. bmy legs don't fit into my 

pelvis the way they used to. a semi truck ran fisher and his wife over ...damaging just about everything 

below his neck. It’s really hard to get around. so fisher asked for help from the state.  i need help bathing, 

getting meals together and getting dressed. he qualified for Medicaid assistance...but it's not available. It’s 

extremely frustrating. Fisher is one of 18 hundred people waiting for physical disability assistance.  He’s 

technically one of the lucky ones. 58 of those people have died while waiting for services. Cindy unruh 

with the independent living resource center says the budget cuts are killing people. it's very hard, how do 

you keep morale up with employees that are having to tell people.  you're here to help them to get services 

but those services aren't available. To help show the impact of these budget cuts, Thursday there will be 58 

tomb stones placed across the state to illustrate those who have died while waiting for services.  this is a 

silent way of saying something needs to change. Unruh says the state must find funding... there are people 

like me being forgotten. to help people like fisher...and other's waiting for help.  KWCH eyewitness news. 

 

2/25/10  8am 

boeing hopes to win the air force tanker deal, and bring jobs to wichita. New tankers will replace others that 

are more than 50 years old.   Boeing is competing with Airbus for the 35 billion dollar contract.   The air 

force wants 179 new jets, and is looking for a mid-sized plane. 

 

3/1/10  7am 

this week, governor mark parkinson will announce how the state plans to deal with a tax shortfall. january's 

tax collections were 71-million dollars lower than expected.  the governor says that could mean more 

budget cuts are needed, but that's a last resort. 

 

3/3/2010  7am 

the state's money troubles could lead to delays in your tax refunds. so far it hasn't happened.  the kansas 

department of revenue says the state has few options for keeping the budget balanced through the end of 

the fiscal year.  options include continuing to delay aid payments to schools and delaying income tax 

refunds. last year state refunds were delayed for a short time.  h and r block dealt with it then, and told 

frustrated clients to be patient.  h and r block says it's gearing up for a repeat this year.  especially this year 

with the economy everyone wants their money and we pointed out last year it's not the federal government 

you still are getting your federal funding the state will be coming.  adding to the problem-- we told you this 

week more kansans filed early this year.  about 26-thousand more people filed taxes this february...than last 

february. that means the state paid out 20-million dollars more in tax refunds at a time when it doesn't have 

any money.  leaving the state about 71 million dollars short last month.  

 

3/4/2010  7am 

i like living here.  i feel blessed that i do have a family. annie evans' family is happy to take care of her.  but 

some of the assistance they used to get through the day...is gone. i said why are you guys cutting this off 

and what am i going to do? in january...the state told celia bell it could no longer afford her mother's 16 

hours of weekly home based care. it's really limiting us a lot, we're not able to just get up and go.  evans 

can't be left alone.  so bell wrote this letter...telling lawmakers how they're now struggling to keep the 78-

year-old in their home.  if our legislators know that they're affecting real people, sometime they're up there 

voting and not knowing who they're effecting unless we tell them. the department on aging says it's way 

cheaper to keep a senior in their home than a nursing home like this  nursing homes cost about 3,000 a 

month, where home based services cost about 1,000. i'm saving them a lot of money not going to nursing 

home.  i really don't want to put my mom there, if i can prevent it i will. but if more cuts come...they say it 

will be harder to keep evans here...where she likes to live.   

 

 

3/5/2010  7am 



 

 

governor parkinson will hold a news conference this morning about the current state budget. february’s tax 

revenues were 71-million dollars lower than expected.  the state must now make up the difference.  in the 

past --- the governor said there would be no more funding cuts.  he now says it's the last option. 

 

3/8/2010  7am 

gas prices are on the rise again. the average price for regular gasoline in the nation went up 10 cents. in the 

last two weeks to two dollars and 73 cents.  here in wichita the average is about two dollars and 59 cents. 

crude oil prices have climbed to more than 81 dollars a barrel. 

 

3/9/2010  7am 

new this morning..the hutchinson public school board puts together a list of *potential budget cuts for the 

2010-2011 school year. They add up to about three million dollars -- and could include pay cuts as well as 

administrative and staff layoffs.  Other cost saving ideas include putting off the replacement of aging 

school district vehicles...only purchasing replacement textbooks...and not buying student workbooks.  The 

Hutchinson district has already cut more than 2 million dollars for this year. 

 

3/10/2010 7am 

many people who are unemployed may soon see their jobless benefits extended.  A jobs bill cleared a major 

hurdle in the Senate Tuesday.  The nearly 140-million dollar bill would provide additional benefits to 

people who've been out of work for more than six months.  It will also provide tax cuts to small 

businesses...and teachers who buy their own school supplies.  A final senate vote is scheduled for today. 

 

3/11/2010 7am 

Emeryville's North Bay Networks is a leading-indicator of where the economy is going. They can tell about 

six-months in advance how things are going, by how much repossessed office and medical equipment 

winds-up in their warehouse. So what are they seeing? Hank 'what kinds of businesses are having trouble?' 

Doug 'it’s everybody. It’s every kind of business...'it was dot com in 2001, then in 2006 and 07 it was 

mortgage companies and construction companies and at this point it is every segment of businesses.' But 

there is one type of repossessed equipment that's especially prevalent here these days:  its dental equipment, 

from dentists' offices that have gone under. We see 5, 6, 7 practices a month. And then also just some 

pieces of equipment, you know 100 thousand dollar crown making computer that is worth 30 thousand 

dollars now.' San Francisco dentist Dr. Cynthia Hom knows how tough it is to pay for expensive dental 

equipment, given the current state of the business. 'its very expensive. for example the cad-cam units they 

can cost about 75000 dollars and so for an individual dentist to use one of those you have to be using them 

quite a bit and you have to charge quite a bit so for instance.  you might be charging upwards of 2000 

dollars to do a single crown, and right now with people losing their, still losing their jobs or not having 

jobs, who's going to have 2000 to do a crown like that?' And it doesn't help that new dentists, right out of 

dental school, go overboard in launching their practices. 'you know what they have the dot com mentality 

and they go out there and they go I’m going to spend 500 thousand dollars, I’m going to have flat panel 

tv's, I’m going to have five operatories and business is going to awesome and they have no clients.' hank 

'you've to fill those appointments?' Doug 'but so they're thinking big but that’s slowly coming to an end 

because in the dental market right now it’s very tough to keep and hold patients.' So it's easy for their 

equipment to wind up here -- repossessed and then re-sold -- as Dentists too feel the pain of a bad economy.  

  

3/15/2010 

A hays business files for bankruptcy. "a-1 plank and scaffold manufacturing" has stopped operations.  The 

company's president says the economy has hurt his business. He says people stopped paying their debt 

when things got tight.  He hopes the company will re-emerge as a "leaner, meaner" yet smaller operation.  

A-1 once employed 170 people in hays, and 200 in California. 

 

3/16/2010 7am 

A German airline is reducing its order of Boeing 7-87's. Officials at air Berlin say they will cut their order 

from 25 to 15.  It will also reduce its option for additional aircraft from 10 to five.  The cancellation will 

cost Boeing about one-point-seven billion dollars. A spokesman says on reason for the decision is the 

economy. 

 



 

 

3/17/2010 7am 

The u-s senate will vote today on a jobs bill that would give a temporary tax break to companies that hire 

unemployed workers.  The bill has about 18-billion dollars in tax breaks.  Another 20-billion dollars would 

go toward highway and transit programs.  It's the first of several jobs bills promised by democrats.  Critics 

aren't sure how much the bill will actually do to boost employment. 

 

3/18/2010 7am 

Hundreds of soda vendors were among protesters at the state capitol yesterday.  A senate panel discussed a 

proposed tax on soda and other drinks with sugar.   If the bill passes, a can of pop would cost about ten 

cents extra.  Several supporters of the bill believe if there's a tax on soda--fewer people will drink it.  They 

say that would help fight obesity.  But vendors disagree... “this bill does nothing to address obesity, no one 

penny of this tax is dedicated to any program that would fight obesity. It all just goes to the general fund. 

Contrary to that, our industry is on the front line of fighting obesity.   The state says the increase would 

raise about 90 million dollars--and would help the budget gap. But vendors say it could cost them their 

jobs.  

 

3/19/2010 7am 

Republican lawmakers in Kansas announce their plan to balance the 20-11 budget.... Without raising taxes.  

Senate republicans also proposed a plan of their own.... Involving tax increases, to fill a 364 million dollar 

budget hole.  Lawmakers from the house and senate will now have to reconcile the two versions. 

 

3/22/2010 7am 

Some people will do crazy things for money.  At the mall of America, ten complete strangers handcuffed 

themselves to a giant briefcase Saturday for a chance to win 20-thousand dollars. The contest is a 

promotion for the upcoming movie "cash."  Participants have to stay cuffed to the briefcase at all times, 

except for bathroom breaks.  The last person handcuffed by March 26th will win 20-grand.   

 

3/23/2010 7am 

A financial overhaul bill goes to the full senate. The banking committee approved it Monday. The bill 

would give the government the power to split up firms that it considers a threat to the economy.  It would 

also create a council that would watch for risks in the system. President Obama says the bill would make 

sure that taxpayers don't pay for Wall Street’s irresponsibility again in the future. 

 

3/24/2010 7am 

In the aviation watch, workers at spirit aero systems know exactly what they want - job security and good 

health care. We need our health insurance and we need our job. Now it's up to the company and the 

machinists unions reach agreement on a new contract.  Both sides came to the table Tuesday morning...for 

the first contract talks since spirit was formed in 2005.  This union hopes very deeply will set the bar and 

set the stage for a new way of bargaining in the aerospace industry. I think it's inappropriate for us to say 

what the contract itself will be other than to say it will be different and it will imply certainly a long term 

relationship. The machinists union represents six thousand spirit-aero systems workers. 

 

3/26/2010 7am 

Financial problems may cost the town of Bentley...its police department -- officials say cutting the 

department would save 20-thousand dollars - if that happens...the Sedgwick county sheriff's office will take 

over law enforcement duties.  But some business owner’s worry that would leave them vulnerable to 

crime...it just depends on the time of day and if they have a call clear on the other side of the county so i 

would rather have something local that can respond within a few minutes. We really need to come together 

as a community and decide how important it is to keep the police department.     Bentley's mayor says she's 

trying to find grants to keep the department open -- and the town may have to raise taxes...     The city 

council will talk about the issue at its meeting next month. 

 

3/30/2010 7am 

Will Kansas join more than a dozen states suing over the health care reform law??  Republicans in Topeka 

say it's unconstitutional because it *requires* Americans to buy health insurance. The attorney general's 

office says...  Six is reviewing the law and will decide whether to sue based on legal analysis ...not politics. 



 

 

 

3/31/2010 7am 

The government wants to allow offshore drilling -- a plan that changes a more than 20 year old policy.  

President Obama will make an announcement today at Andrews’s air base near Washington.  His speech 

will talk about drilling that will be 50 miles from Virginia’s shoreline.  He’ll also explain why drilling will 

not happen at some proposed sites in Alaska. 

 

 

 

 

EDUCATION Q-1 

 

01/02/10  8am 

Wichita schools could take on a greater role.   In a lawsuit against the state. We continue our coverage with 

a vote on Monday.  The district will decide whether to give... Schools for fair funding an additional 134-

thousand dollars.  The district is already giving the group... 89-thousand dollars. Schools for fair funding 

sued the state eleven years ago.  That suit was dismissed after the legislature increased spending.  More 

than 70 school districts want the Kansas Supreme Court to re-open the lawsuit. 

 

01/04/10  8am 

No school today at Hallstead high school....thanks to a burst water pipe. A teacher found water pouring in 

from the ceiling when they walked into the building this morning. The district thinks a pipe on the roof 

broke. The damage isn't extensive---it's contained to two classrooms, the library and the hallway.   School 

should be back in session tomorrow.  

 

01/05/10  7am 

 The Wichita school board approves more money for the group "schools for fair funding." board members 

agreed to pay the group a maximum of 134-thousand dollars.    That’s in addition to 89-thousand dollars it 

paid to join the group.  A handful of people spoke out against the decision.   They argue the cuts the district 

faces aren't big enough to sue the state for more funding. I think a lot of people feel the schools are not 

willing to step up and shoulder their share of the sacrifice that the governor and everybody are asking us to 

make. “We’re not at the lawsuit stage yet and I think that is being missed in the conversation that we're 

having. We're asking the Kansas Supreme Court to re-open the case and that gives us a base to work from 

and hopefully they will do that."   While last night's vote was unanimous, board members say the decision 

to go ahead with the suit was not easy.    Supporters of the lawsuit say lawmakers are violating the Kansas 

constitution by cutting school funding. 

 

01/06/10  7am 

Many school districts across Kansas have already delayed or canceled school for tomorrow -- you can see 

them at the bottom of your screen. In the meantime...Wichita parents will have to wait a while longer.   

Wichita public schools will make a decision about school changes early Thursday morning -- no later than 

5 a-m.    As of right now the primary concern is the wind chill. Members of the district weather team will 

monitor conditions, consult with forecasting experts and evaluate the power status in district buildings.  If 

school is cancelled... The district will send a parentlink message -it will also put information on its website 

-  and of course -- we'll have the latest at kwch-dot-com and on eyewitness news this morning starting at 5 

a-m. 

 

01/11/10  8am 

Wichita school board members are expected to vote tonight on a land deal that would bring a new high 

school to southeast Wichita.  The board would sell about 12-acres of land that's currently part of the 

northwest high school campus to a commercial developer.   The district would net about a million dollars 

that would go toward purchase of property at 127th street east and pawnee for a new high school.  The land 

deal has been met with criticism.  Some folks who live near northwest high don't want the added 

development...and other critics say the school district is selling its land at far below market value. 

 



 

 

01/12/10  7am 

As the state struggles with its budget -- Kansas schools struggle with theirs - now a group of 74 districts 

asks for changes.  The coalition of schools for fair funding filed paperwork with the Kansas supreme court 

Monday- it asks the court to reopen a 2006 ruling on funding public schools and to determine whether state 

cuts to schools are constitutional.  Wichita schools are part of the group. 

 

01/14/10  8am 

A new student at a kansas college... Is not like the others. last month we introduced you to 10-year-old Alex 

Jaeger.  He was planning to start college this month.   This week... He attended freshman orientation at 

pittsburg state university.   Jaeger's parents say their son has always been an advanced learner... And taught 

himself fractions in kindergarten.  They say, even at his young age, he's excited to start the new challenge 

of college. “he pushes himself for perfection, but going into the college environment I stressed to him to 

just do his best, we don't expect perfection out of him." alex is a double-major in science and music.   As 

for the orientation... Alex says... He "found it boring".   Alex will turn 11-years-old on Saturday. 

 

01/15/10  8am 

A five-year-old boy gets in an accident with a school bus.   He should be ok.   it happened a little before 

five yesterday afternoon near Lincoln and Woodlawn.  Investigators say the boy tried to cross the street 

before the bus completely passed... and ran into it.   the boy went to the hospital with some cuts to his 

forehead. 

 

01/19/10  7am 

It's a story that's been told in el dorado before.  Only this time... There's hope for a different ending. Its time 

to look at the needs of a new generation.   The story begins... In the middle school library.  Parents meet to 

learn about two potential bond issues. I know it's a lot of money.   The first one... A new middle and 

elementary school.  the cost... 34 point eight million.  And in chapter two... The district hoped to show 

parents why its so badly needed.  The kindergarten class is very crowded.    gym classes are sometimes 

held in this hallway.  There's not an inch of space left... In this science room.   the aging building would be 

too expensive to just restore. Chapter three addresses concerns that a recession is no time to raise taxes. But 

the district points out that right now they can take advantage of low interest rates and competitive bids on 

construction. It excites me most that i believe the future of el dorado is tied to the growth of our schools.  If 

the first bond issue passes... People will vote on a second one.  It calls for two more elementary schools.  In 

the end, the district would condense five elementaries into three.   It helps us get the district level with 

some of the other districts.   so the next chapter is getting feedback.   hearing from the voters... Who will 

decide the future... Of schools in el dorado.   denise hnytka kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

      

01/20/10  8am 

New at six... Voters will decide whether two kansas school districts will consolidate. the lorraine and 

claflin districts are considering whether to merge.   After delaying a decision last week... the lorraine school 

board said yes to putting the question to a public vote.   That's something the claflin board already 

approved.   After the two board meet monday... the issue will go to the state board of education... which 

could set a special election for april or may. 

 

01/21/10  7am 

As school districts across Kansas struggle with budget problems... So does the state.  Kansas faces a 400-

million dollar budget gap in the next fiscal year.   That’s a top concern of governor mark Parkinson.   He 

spoke yesterday morning at Wichita state university.   Parkinson says the way out of the shortfall is more 

money... Not more cuts... 

"if we cut an additional four hundred million dollars out of that budget, schools are going to close, classes 

are going to get quite large, our education programs will suffer, our future will suffer. So we've got to stop 

cutting."   Parkinson’s proposals include a tobacco tax increase he says will bring in 70-million more 

dollars.   He's also proposing a one-cent sales tax increase that he says will bring in more than 300-million.  

The sales tax idea faces much opposition from legislators... Who say now is not the time to ask Kansans to 

pay more taxes. 

 

1/22/10  8am 



 

 

The Kansas board of regents delays a vote on tobacco sales at state universities. While all six regents 

schools ban smoking in college buildings... Both k-u and k-state still allow tobacco sales on campus.  K-u 

chancellor Bernadette gray-little says in the past the university has supported the students' right to purchase 

tobacco... She believes there will be a huge support for the ban. "Perhaps now the time has come to take a 

stand and make a statement and i see the ban probably more as a statement of the values of the university 

then as a way to change the nature of student's use of tobacco. The board of regents pushed the issue until 

March... To give officials more time to prepare a recommendation. 

 

1/26/10  8am 

 The Wichita school district is changing bus systems. Board members voted last night against renewing the 

contract with Durham bus service after 14 years.  Next fall, "first-student" will take over.  Over 700 

Durham bus drivers will have to reapply for their jobs. 

 

2/2/10  7am 

Monday, the President said he wants to rework the way public schools are judged.  That includes scrapping 

a requirement that states increase the percentage of students meeting standards each year.  Dr. Linda 

Mitchell is an education professor at WSU.  She says teachers are excited about the idea, saying test scores 

have become too much of a focus in the classroom. More and more we're asking them just to be compliant 

with system requests rather than allowing them to really deliver the professional knowledge that they have 

in the best way to teach students. Dr. Mitchell says before an overhaul moves forward, she hopes the 

administration will talk to teachers. The president also plans to raise math and science standards....offer 

greater financial incentives to districts that perform well... and create a grant program for teacher 

recruitment and retention. 

 

2/5/10  7am 

Mount hope residents fights for their only elementary school.  The district needs to make-up almost 800-

thousand dollars next year because of budget cuts...  one idea is to send elementary students to school in 

haven nearby; another option to save the school.  The district won't make any decisions until spring. 

 

2/9/10  7am 

A new report says kansas school districts could save millions of taxpayer dollars....by consolidating. The 

legislative division of post audit is responsible for the research.     The report offers two options:  right now 

the state has 293 districts. The first option would cut that down to 266.  That would close 50 schools -- and 

230 teachers and staff would be laid off.  It would save 18 million dollars.  The second option would close 

more than 300 schools, cut 15-hundred jobs, and save 138-million dollars.   Auditors say savings wouldn't 

be immediate.  And the cuts wouldn't help the state's current budget deficit.  

 

2/10/10  7am 

The bluestem school district in august will go to four-day school weeks, and extend the day by 40 minutes.  

The move will start in the fall and save the district one hundred thousand dollars. The school district says 

most of its costs come in personnel. 

 

2/12/10  7am 

We could know today if the kansas supreme court will re-open a lawsuit on school funding... A coalition of 

74 school districts, including wichita, asked the court to re-open a 2006 decision... This increased funding 

for public schools.   It comes as a significant drop in revenues forced the state to cut back those increases. 

The decision is expected this morning at 9-30...  

 

2/16/10  7am 

Residents in a small kansas community are fighting to save their grade school.. The hutch news reports that 

concerned residents filled the auditorium at haven high school last night.  They were trying to keep mount 

hope grade school open. The paper says 15 people spoke out. Here’s what we know... The meeting comes 

after the board of education considers closing mount hope's only elementary school earlier this month.  

District officials say they need to make-up almost 800-thousand dollars because of state budget cuts. Their 

plan is to send elementary students to school in nearby haven. Officials are waiting until spring to make a 

final decision. 



 

 

 

2/18/10  7am 

To save money some Kansas school districts have cut their school week to four days.  The Dexter school 

district in Cowley County made the move in the 1970's and never switched back.  The superintendent says 

it's saved the district from having to make other budget cuts or reducing staff. 

 

2/19/10  7am 

Parents, students and staff from several Salina area schools wait for results... After a teacher is tested for 

possible bacterial meningitis. Health officials say the teacher works at schools including ell saline high and 

elementary schools.  The teacher is currently in the hospital...  School officials notified parents, but say 

there is nothing to worry about... Since the teacher did not show symptoms around students...”We did not 

have any students or staff exposed to any piece of what comes in contact that would put any of our folks at 

risk." the Salina health department is investigating... And is treating immediate family members of the 

teacher for meningitis...just as a precaution. 

 

2/22/10  7am 

The McPherson school board meets today.  One item on the agenda is the recent arrest of a high school 

teacher.  He’s accused of having a sexual relationship with a student.  Authorities plan to file charges this 

week.  The teacher is on suspension for now. 

 

2/23/10  7am 

"I did this on this laptop, up in my room sitting on my chair, I don't know how they can come into my 

house and suspend me for what I did on my own time."   that's justin bird. The Illinois high school students 

was suspended for writing something inappropriate about his teacher on his facebook page.  School district 

officials say the comment was considered "sexual" and they had to take action against justin. Bird's mother 

says she doesn't agree with what her son said, but she also doesn't agree with his punishment. I think they 

are trying to make an example of my son and I think they're overstepping their boundaries and they need to 

review this entire thing, and it needs to be taken off of his record." The student was originally given a five 

day suspension...but that was reduced to two days after he agreed to take an anger management class. 

 

2/24/10  7am 

The el dorado school district says it will do more work before a big school bond vote. The district held 

meetings last month to tell parents about the plan to build four new schools.  But after a telephone survey, 

officials learned more than two-thirds of voters know nothing about the plan. And those who do know say 

they want more information.  

 

3/1/10  7am 

 

Wichita schools want your help figuring out what needs to stay... And what can go.  The district expects to 

lose at least 25-million dollars in funding for next year's budget.  In the coming days... Site councils will 

decide which programs are most valuable.     Lists will be given to a committee of business and community 

leaders, parents and staff. They will then give their recommendations to board members.  Tonight is your 

chance to weigh in. There will be two public meetings to discuss the budget-process.  The meetings run 

from six-30 to eight o-clock.  One is at west high school -- the other is at southeast high. 

 

3/3/2010  7am 

It's the final frontier, if you're a star trek fan.  It was really cool.. It was fun to see.  If you're a student at 

Mueller elementary, it's a field trip.  Though most field trips about space don't involved a phone call *from 

the international space station. Or the chance to talk to astronauts. Noah, 4th grader, “we just got to talk to 

them and like, ask those questions we've been wondering our whole life.”  It's a perk for students enrolled 

in the aerospace and engineering discovery magnet school. Aaron santry, parent, “it was an excellent 

chance for kids to get exposed to some of the apps of science and mathematics.” There are 26 magnet 

schools in the Wichita school district.  The majority of them, 19, are elementary schools, and they all 

emphasize different fields.  Some, like Mueller, are for aerospace and engineering. Others emphasize 

communications, like price-Harris elementary. And the curriculums reflect those fields... Like aerospace 

students speaking with astronauts. Anne “it's, you know, and opportunity of a lifetime for kids to talk to 



 

 

astronauts aboard a space station.  It's not something that you could go to any school and do.”  But losing 

some magnet schools would save the district money -- in transportation costs.  Any student living more 

than two and a half miles away from school gets bussed to it for free. Cutting some magnets would cut 

those costs...though the district doesn't know how much. But it could also mean missing out on a lesson of 

a lifetime. 

      

3/5/2010  7am 

Parents of students at a school in Salina say they're against a proposed motorcycle track.  They say they're 

worried about the safety of the children. The Zoning Board will hear an appeal on Tuesday.  At that time... 

The board could approve or deny plans for the track. 

 

3/8/2010  7am 

A McPherson teacher and coach is charged with having sex with a student. Todd brittingham was charged 

with four counts of having sex with a student and one count of giving alcohol to a minor. The 26-year-old 

English teacher and soccer coach is suspended with pay.  A preliminary hearing is scheduled for next 

month. 

 

3/9/2010  7am 

The Wichita school board shares feedback it received from board night out.  Some one-thousand people 

attended those meetings. They discussed what they value most in Wichita schools.. Considered among the 

most valuable was music which overall was the most popular. Technology, advance skills, smaller class 

sizes, libraries, and avid. The most popular for elementary was latchkey, middle school was music and high 

school was career and tech ed.  The results are one of several things the board will consider when preparing 

next year's budget.  

 

3/10/2010 7am 

The nation's schools are looking to get on the same page...when it comes to teaching the basics.  The 

Washington post reports, leaders from all 50 states are proposing a new set of standards to define what 

should be taught in public schools.  The new benchmarks would cover English and math from kindergarten 

through high school. The goal is to replace standards that vary widely from state to state. 

 

3/11/2010 7am 

Another Kansas school district will consolidate because of budget cuts. The centre school board -- in 

Marion county -- decided to close its elementary school.  Students will move to the junior-senior high 

building this fall. Fine arts teachers are feeling relief after learning music and art is ranking high on people's 

most valuable lists.  The news comes as Wichita schools continue to get feedback from the community on 

what programs should stay and go. Music, art and drama are on Wichita school's value list. 

 

3/12/2010 7am 

Fine arts teachers are feeling relief after learning music and art is ranking high on people's most valuable 

lists. The news comes as Wichita schools continue to get feedback from the community on what programs 

should stay and go.  Music, art and drama are on Wichita school's value list. 

 

3/15/2010 7am 

Today, the white house will send congress a blueprint for overhauling the no child left behind act. The 

obama administration wants to reward schools for progress instead of punishing those that come up short. 

Under the current system, states can lose federal funding if schools fail to show yearly progress. The 

blueprint also calls on states to make sure students are better prepared for college. You can read the white 

house's plan now at k-w-c-h dot-com. 

 

3/17/2010 7am 

State lawmakers continue to debate kansas' money troubles.  One way to make up the budget deficit is to 

cut the amount of funding schools get from the state.  That's why teachers, parents, and students are 

spending their spring break in topeka. We want what's right, not what's left! More than two-thousand 

people were on the steps of the state capitol tuesday, asking lawmakers to raise taxes rather than cut 

education.  Students handed fliers to lawmakers and their staff, urging them to consider alternatives.  "i 



 

 

would prefer to be taxed more yes. I think the governor's idea of a one percent sales tax increase, i think 

that's perfectly acceptable".  "because we need to show that we're not going to accept these budget cuts, that 

they're making the budget cuts to the wrong things".  Governor parkinson told protestors he supported a one 

cent sales tax increase to help prevent further cuts to education. 

 

2/23/2010 7am 

 a special-needs student is left on a school bus all day and no one notices. Now a Wichita family wants to 

know why and how it happened... They called fact finder 12 investigators for help.  13 year old -- chaton 

took the bus to school yesterday...but never made it to class. Instead, his parents say he spent the whole day 

on the bus without food, water, or a bathroom.  Chaton was brought home around three o'clock yesterday 

afternoon. His parents say he's autistic and bi-polar.  They were tipped off that something was wrong 

because they could tell he hadn't been given his medication. We’re just very fortunate it could have been 

very disastrous... If the weather would have been like Saturday or warmer today the windows and doors 

were shut he may not have been sitting here.  Usd 259 and Durham bus services are investigating.  The 

school district says the driver has been fired.  Chaton's parents blame the school, too.  They say no one 

called to say he was absent. The district says it sends a parent-link message home whenever a student has 

an unexcused absence.  But there was a substitute teacher in the classroom Monday and that may have 

contributed.  

 

3/25/2010 7am 

No four-day week for Wichita public schools. Usd 259 says the board will stick with the traditional 

Monday through Friday schedule when it meets next week. Some districts have made the switch to a four 

day week to save money in the face of massive budget cuts.  In today's money trouble report, we learn more 

about what school site councils say are the results of those "value lists". The report is not final... But the 

district says class size, athletics, fine arts and p-e are are consistently ranked among the most valued. The 

district wanted to get feedback about what teachers and parents consider most important to their schools 

before making any cuts. 

     
3/26/2010 7am 

A school in Washington called off classes on Wednesday because of *good* weather. The "sun" day comes 

with conditions.  It had to come in March, and the forecast the day before had to call for a temperature of 

least at 63.  Because the school had no snow days last winter, the principal says it could afford to take a day 

off in spring.  And, for the record, the rain came back on Thursday. 

 
3/29/2010 7am 

After Butler upset K-state fans in Indiana stayed up late to welcome home the bulldogs. Butler fans won't 

have far to travel for the Final Four...it's in their backyard at Lucas Oil Stadium in Indianapolis. That's 

about 5 miles from the butler university campus. 

      
3/30/2010 7am 

 Wichita school board members approve next year's calendar.. A four day week is out. Supporters of the 

idea say it could have saved on energy and transportation costs.  But the district says those savings would 

be insignificant.  School board president Barbara fuller says a four day week would be difficult for parents, 

especially in an urban district.  She says it wasn't a priority right now. "i don't think that's the real thinking 

at this time the real thinking we need to look toward next year we have 50 thousand students we have to 

have schedules for middle and high school and we need to get started on that."  Superintendent john Allison 

says the district will keep studying the idea of a four day week. Some research showed it could actually 

increase transportation costs. 

 
 
 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT Q-1 

 



 

 

01/01/10  8am 

The lieutenant governor signs a state of disaster declaration after last week's winter storms.  The declaration 

covers 48 counties in northern and eastern Kansas. The move is necessary for the state to request 

reimbursement from the federal government.   Clean-up from the storm is still on-going in some counties.  

 

01/03/10  7pm 

 We expect cold weather in Kansas.  But people in Florida may be dealing with some of the coldest 

temperatures in decades over the next few days.   Weather forecasters predict freezing temperatures as far 

south as Orlando tonight.   That has orange growers concerned for their crops-- and hoping for limited 

damage. “If it was frozen, then we would send it to the juice plant, if it was a very small amount then we 

may just dump that.”   Orange growers say the crop will be damaged if the temperatures fall to 28 degrees 

and stay there for at least four hours.  

 

01/05/10  8am 

Seoul, South Korea sees record snow fall amounts Monday. More than 11 inches fell in the city -- making it 

the heaviest in one day in over 70 years.  More than 200 hundred flights out of Seoul were canceled 

yesterday. 

  

01/06/10  7am 

Is it too cold for school?   Fact finder 12 checked with several school districts around Wichita and found 

none has a cold-weather rule.  Wichita schools say they're watching the weather closely and will consider 

several factors when deciding whether to cancel school -- those include the temperature and wind chill.   

Principals also use common sense when deciding whether to let children outdoors for recess.    Recess has 

been held indoors for the last two days.  Cancelling outdoor recess is also the case at other school districts -

- such as circle...valley center and Goddard. And schools urge parents to use common sense - dress children 

warmly and don't let them stand and wait at the bus stop for a long time when it's this cold. 

  

01/08/10  7am 

There's no doubt about it -- we're dealing with bitterly cold temperatures, but how cold is too cold for 

school? 

 Different districts have different answers.   The maize school district canceled school for today -- because 

of the cold.   But athletic events went on as usual last night -- like this basketball game -- the superintendent 

is instead worried about students who have to wait at bus stops in the morning -- but some parents aren't 

convinced...a day off from school is needed. And they worry the district will need the day later. I hate to 

seem them waste their days for just that. I mean kids bundle up, you know, they're not out there that long, 

waiting at the bus stop. Not out that long.  To clear up confusion -- the maize school district canceled 

school for today-  but Wichita schools have *not* --  the last time Wichita schools cancelled classes just 

because of the cold was in 1989.  

 

01/12/10  8am 

The nation's farmers have planted less winter wheat. the agriculture department says farmers have planted 

around 37-million acres for 2010... down 14-percent from last year.  in Kansas... Farmers planted about 

eight-and-a-half million acres... Down 8-percent from a year ago.  Experts blame poor weather, low prices 

and a late row-crop harvest. 

 

01/13/10  8am  

New at six... A western kansas utility files a new application with the state... To build a coal-fired power 

plant. Sunflower electric wants to build the plant near holcomb.   it's seeking a permit from the kansas 

department of health and environment... Saying the plant would comply with state and federal air pollution 

rules. Last year sunflower electric and governor mark parkinson came to an agreement to build *one* 

plant... After an air-quality permit for *two* plants was denied in 2007.  

 

01/18/10  8am 

The worst is over in southern california...at least for now. heavy rains have pounded the area ...but tonight 

forecasters call for clear skies until another storm system tomorrow.  in the meantime -- emergency crews 

evacuate almost 200 homes ...worried about mudslides. it was raining pretty hard and it accelated and all of 



 

 

a sudden something let loose up top. there's a lot of mud in the back...rocks just came down on top of our 

roof...so it kind of strartled the whole house and we're getting ready to take what we can i guess. flash flood 

are sending water, mud and rocks flowing into the streets...making getting out even more treacherous.  

 

1/27/10  7am 

The freeze includes some of the most popular models including the rav 4, corolla, sequoia,  camry and 

avalon. Some are 20-10 models...others go back to 2005.  These are the same models toyota recalled last 

week...because of problems with the gas pedal.  Toyota says, the gas pedal mechanism wears 

down...making the accelerator harder to press…slower to return or sometimes it even gets stuck.      Toyota 

owners aren't sure what to do. It's very worrisome to be that i either injury myself (cut out the south high 

school comment- butto) or that my accelerator sticks as kids run across the street from the busses that i 

could hit somebody.  So what happens if you have a vehicle on the list? The carmaker says it doesn't have a 

fix...yet.  It says if you have a problem with your car, contact your dealer.   One local dealer says it expects 

to have some sort of announcement about repairs from toyota today.  Find the latest information and 

another look at the list of vehicles affected at kwch-dot-com.    

 

 

1/29/10 7am 

 To our south the weather is much worse... Oklahoma's governor has declared a state of emergency. 

Freezing rain moved into oklahoma city first.. And snow this morning.  The heavy ice snapped tree 

branches and knocked out power lines.  Forecasters predict up to an inch of ice there.  Most flights from o-

k-c's main airport have been cancelled this morning. We checked mid-continent here in wichita.. And all 

flights are running on time. 

 

2/2/10  7am 

Happy groundhog's day! Punxsutawney phil saw his shadow this morning....legend has it, if phil sees his 

shadow then it's another 6 weeks of winter, if not, then spring will be early. So get ready for more cold 

weather! Hundreds of people waited in single-digit temperatures for phil’s prediction. The fun started this 

morning around 3 a.m. With live entertainment, music, and fireworks. 

 

2/10/10  7am 

Back-to-back snow storms have paralyzed operations in the nation's capitol - Where emergency crews are 

not used to dealing with this much snow.  The National guard is lending a hand.  If someone's life is 

dependent, we can put civilians into our humvees and make sure we get them to a hospital. But the most 

important thing is to get out into 

 the city and assist the city in any way necessary or possible." crews have been working around the clock- 

since last weekend's record snowfall.  Maryland's governor says, on side streets, there's nowhere to move it. 

In many places we aren't going to plow the snow off the road and on to the shoulder because there is snow 

piled up on the shoulder, so our goal here for the next 48 hours is going to be, to keep the highways 

passable for emergency vehicles. In washington- it will be another quiet day at the white house- no public 

events on president barack obama's schedule. And on capitol hill- news conferences and committee hearing 

have been canceled. Schools- including universities- have also closed- huge amounts of snow.  No school; 

it's certainly inconvenient and i would recommend for anyone to stay inside and enjoy it from either inside 

or outside, but just enjoy it.  Don't take any transportation. 

 

2/11/10  7am 

It's official- wilmington, delaware, baltimore, and washington, d-c have Experienced their snowiest winters 

on record-  no surprise to those who have Lived through it. I've never seen anything like this before man, i 

can't see but 15 feet in front of me. In the nation's capital- the fire department has been working non-stop. 

We have had about 22 building collapses, and about 7 children born, and we have had many automobile 

accidents as well as trauma calls, and many, many slips and falls. Other parts of the country-- are also 

digging out. Near dayton ohio volunteers went door-to-door to snowbound residents.  Most of the folks that 

i'm taking care of are elderly folks who can't get out into the weather. Heavy snow in pennsylvania caused a 

deadly multi-car pile-up on interstate 80. In chicago, they got more than 12-inches of snow... Setting a 

single-day record for february snowfall in the city. It wasn't too bad, it's the first snow of the winter, it's 

chicago. And in the big apple-a combination of work- and play- for new yorkers stuck in the storm. Air 



 

 

travel was nearly impossible wednesday- after hundreds of flights in the nation's major airports were 

canceled due to the storm..and in several states...many residents are still without power. 

 

3/3/2010  8am 

This is no ordinary open house. I hope we're setting a trend here. Adam bauer will be the new owner... Of 

this east wichita home...  It will be the first in the city to be leed certifified. Leed is the bench mark, it is the 

cadillac.  Leed... Stands for leadership in energy and environmental design.  A government program for 

building green... Based on a points system. The highest level... Is 136 points. This home... Earned 74 after a 

rigorous evaluation. They want to see the product, if they can't see it they want documentation it was done. 

When you think energy efficiency, you probably think of the appliances. But this house earns points for 

having a place to sit down and take off your shoes so you don't track dirt and contaminants through the 

house. The shoe area, the central vac, that’s another area i didn't realize i would get points for. The green 

features are in every corner of the house. From the electric fireplace, to the bamboo floors and the 

mechanical systems. Green drinks wichita... A networking group for people interested in enironmental 

issues... Came for a tour. Its happening, the groups getting bigger and i meeting more and more people that 

are aware of it. Now bauer hopes his home... Will create even more awareness. If you're going to build a 

home why not build it green? 

 

 

3/11/2010  7am 

It's severe weather awareness week and there's no better time to hold a tornado drill. The national weather 

service will issue its annual statewide drill at 1-30 this afternoon-it was rescheduled from Tuesday because 

of storm possibilities. 

 

3/15/2010 7am 

Utility crews are working to restore electricity to hundreds of thousands of people in the northeast. Strong 

winds and heavy rains downed power-lines from New Jersey to Connecticut.  Some winds were clocked at 

70 miles per hour. Seven-people died in weather-related traffic accidents.  Many towns cancelled school 

today.  Shelters are open for people without electricity.  Authorities say flooding could keep people in those 

shelters for days. 

 

3/22/2010 7am 

“The water's flowing really fast. It's really fast." Heavy rains caused the Crow River to flood quickly in 

Minnesota.  The water rose above major flood levels in just days.  The river crested at nearly 20 and half 

feet. 

 

3/24/2010 7am 

A spring snowstorm in Colorado has closed parts of interstate 70.  Two flights from Wichita to Denver 

have been canceled this morning..so be sure and check your flight status.  Poor visibility and blowing snow 

made it tough for drivers around Denver last night.  More than 15-thousand homes and businesses have no 

electricity this morning.  Dozens of snow plows are working around the clock to clear off the roads. These 

spring storms bring heavy, wet snow, and it just takes a lot of manpower, lots of plowing. Bad weather, I’m 

going home after this. I'm not staying on the road because it's very, very bad. It's a nice spring storm.  

Forecasters say folks in Denver could see more than a foot of snow by this afternoon. 
 

3/29/2010 7am 

Violent storms ripped through North Carolina Sunday night -- injuring a few people.  The national weather 

service says several people spotted some unconfirmed tornadoes between charlotte and Greensboro.  Many 

homes were damaged in the areas... And trees and power lines were knocked down -- forcing power to go 

out. The storm brought high winds, hail, and heavy rain to the area. 

 

3/30/2010 7am 

New eco-friendly incentives have more Americans sorting their plastics and turning off lights.  A growing 

number of private and public programs are offering cash, gift cards and other rewards for recycling and 

saving energy.   

 



 

 

3/31/2010 7am 

Some rivers across the northeast are expected to crest today or tomorrow after two days of non-stop rain. 

Massachusetts is under a state of emergency and Rhode Island officials say the state has been hit with the 

worst flooding in more than 100 years. It's the second big storm in less than a month... Some homeowners 

and businesses are still trying to recover from the first round. 



 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY Q-1 

 

01/01/10  8am 

The state records its 25th death related to h-1-n-1 flu.   State health officials say the victim was a 40-year-

old man from the Wichita metropolitan area.  That area includes butler, Harvey, Sedgwick and summer 

county.    Officials say the man had an underlying health condition that made him at risk of complications.   

Go to k-w-c-h dot com slash health for latest on h-1-n-1. 

 

01/03/10  7pm 

A fire Saturday prompts the evacuation of a Salina battery plant.   The fire broke out at Exide technologies.  

Employees stood out in the cold for about 90-minutes before being let back inside.   A plant spokesperson 

describes the fire as "minor."   There’s no word on how the fire started.  

 

01/04/10  8am 

Three men are hurt when their car crashes -- then gets hit by a train.  It happened Saturday night in Logan 

County. 

Police say the car wrecked off highway 40 and was clipped by a passing train.  The three men are from 

Dodge City.   

 

01/05/10  7am 

A woman is in critical condition this morning after she was burned in an apartment fire.  It happened last 

night at an apartment on old manor -- that's near 21st and Oliver.   Firefighter say the woman has third 

degree burns on one side of her body.  She was taken to the hospital in critical condition.   Firefighters say 

a sprinkler system helped put out the fire.   There was some damage to the building.  The cause is under 

investigation. 

 

01/07/10  7am 

Dozens of potential jurors show up in Sedgwick county court -- for the first step in the trial of Scott roeder. 

Roeder's charged with killing abortion provider Dr. George tiller. About 130 potential jurors went to court 

Wednesday to begin filling out questionnaires in the cases.  Groups of potential jurors will go back next 

week, that's when lawyers from both sides will question people in person. 

 

01/08/10  8am 
The man accused of killing dr. George tiller is due back in court today---with his defense on the line in next 

week's trial.  scott roeder is accused of murder and aggravated assault for allegedly killing the abortion 

provider at an east side church in may. A judge will consider whether roeder's defense can present a case 

relying on the "defense of others" at his trial next week. Today’s hearing starts at 1:30... See live streaming 

video from that...on our website...at kwch.com.  

 

01/11/10  7am 

Also today, governor Parkinson will talk about the financial crisis in his state of the state address. 

Parkinson will unveil his budget for the next fiscal year.  You can watch the speech tonight online at kwch-

dot-com.   We'll stream it LIVE starting at seven.  Eyewitness news will be Topeka.   Look for kim 

wilhelm's reports on eyewitness news tonight. 

 

01/12/10  7am 

An accident late monday sends a woman and two children to the hospital in critical condition. It happened 

just before midnight at 63rd street south and meridian. Investigators say the 33 year old woman may have 

been speeding when she slammed into a guardrail.  Paramedics rushed all three to a wichita hospital.  

Officials say the children are about 5 and 3 years old.    One child has been upgraded to fair condition. 

 

01/14/10  8am 

Successful businessman ...and community leader george fahnestock has died.  he was found dead thursday 

afternoon at his east wichita home of an apparent gunshot wound. The death is not considered suspicious. 

fahnestock was the long time c-e-o of fahnestock heating and air conditioning ...but most wichitans knew 



 

 

him from his involvement in many organizations.  he was involved in getting the downtown arena built -- 

and the wichita school bond issue passed -  he was also part of the rotary club, sports commission, wichita 

state athletics, the wichita children's home and chairman of the board for goodwill industries. He was a 

good listener, always had great ideas. He was a person who was willing to put he time and effort into 

making those ideas become a reality.  no word yet on any funeral arrangements-  fahnestock was 62.  

 

01/15/10  8am 

About 50-thousand bodies recovered so far-- tonight officials fear the final death toll in Haiti will reach 

200-thousand.   It's been three days since a 7-point-oh earthquake hit ---Thousands of survivors haven't 

eaten since it struck.   Doctors say that's about how long anyone can live without food or water.  Rescuers 

and civilians are still trying to free people trapped in collapsed buildings.   But help is finally starting to 

trickle in to the nation.  The U-S military is now in control of the main airport in Haiti. Allowing relief to 

get in and hundreds of Americans to fly out of the country. 

 

01/22/10  7am 

Have you noticed?     More babies are overweight -- one study shows...infant obesity is up more than 70 

percent since 1980. I get the question how old is she...and when I say she's 6 weeks they're like... What she 

looks like a three month old.     Since babies only eat formula or breast milk... Researchers in 

Massachusetts believe the common household chemical b-p-a may be causing obesity in infants.    B-p-a is 

used to line the inside of cans -- and it can be found in breast milk because the mother's likely exposed to it. 

Organic foods still come in a cans lined with bpa ...it's absolutely impossible to shop your way out of this 

problem. Anything that can harm my children is concerning.   Many companies removed b-p-a when 

environmentalists raised concerns about its use in baby and water bottles.   There's also a bill in congress to 

restrict the chemical's use in canned food and ban it completely from bottles. 

 

1/25/10  8am 

The sedgwick county health department offers free h-1-n-1 vaccines to the homeless.  Health workers will 

administer the flu shots today from nine to noon.  The shots will be available at 154 north topeka in 

wichita. The health department also reminds parents to make sure children receive a second dose of the 

vaccine. It plans to send out a reminder to parents this week. Children under the age of ten need two doses 

of the vaccine - one month apart. 

 

1/28/10  7am 

What about if i broke a bone could that be an emergency? “yes!"  23 little ones from rothschild elementary 

are here to get their stuffed animals emergency care.... When you need to be seen right now, this is where 

you would come."  "and emphasize that were always here to help them were never here to hurt children and 

sometimes they're scared or afraid if they came in as a real patient but just to reinforce that its all about 

helping them." by taking their animals through the e-r, they learned how they get better. Now look it were 

going to take the x-ray - ok " take this over to the doctor" you have to give some brownie pills and you 

know what kind of pills we have at our clinic?20 m and ms" count to three and press it down so all the 

medicine goes down good job!" "the shot was scary for him but he was brave" "he tripped and felled and 

then got bit by a bear and it hurt it so now he’s better" "he got a shot then they taped him up with the 

patches" "the children come the parents come and love it and the teachers have been coming back to me for 

17 years so i know its one of their favorite field trips."   the children also learned about the human body 

while at the hosptial 

 

1/29/10  7am 

There's some interesting news today about bans on the use of cell phones while driving a new study finds 

there are no reductions in crashes after hand-held phone bans take effect. The study, from the insurance 

institute for highway safety, found no reduction in crashes in states with laws that ban hand-held cell phone 

use. There's also no indication that the rise in cell phone use has led to a spike in car crashes. And there was 

no difference in crashes among hand-held and hands-free cell phone users. "if you're thinking that enacting 

these laws will give you a big reduction in crashes, it's not coming.  Triple-a says it continues to support the 

government's push for tougher legislation on distracted driving, especially texting. 

 

2/1/10  7am 



 

 

 I just could believe the state would cut a program for kansas kids.  Like thousands of kansas parents -

harold stultz--who's self employeed-- depends on the state program--healthwave-- to provide health 

insurance for his children...including 12 year old keenan.  So when keenan hurt his knee wrestling--stultz 

assumed he had insurance--he was wrong. They said they had everything they need but due to the economy 

and cutbacks they couldn't process the applications. I figured if it happened to me it happened to a lot of 

other people.  She's right-carmetti klein--just like stultz--assumed her children were covered--she sent in 

her application on time, but learned it wasn't processed. I got on the phone and told them i needed this 

processed.  The state's not denying there are problems-- factfinder 12 asked why there are delays-- a 

spokesperson says  he could "verify that the delay in processing applications is due to a shortage of 

resources and manpower. We understand that many parents are frustrated at the delays in processing 

applications. This has been a problem since the recession really hit in kansas in late 2008 and early 2009." 

and it's only getting worse--because of the economy the need is growing --applications are up dramatically.  

Until his application is processed, stultz will have find money to treat his son's knee--so far that's about six 

thousand dollars. It just upsets me that there are more people in my situation.  The state tells us it is taking 

proactive stops to speed up processing--but is just now putting those into effect and it's going to take time. 

We don't know how many applications are waiting to be processed...only that it's sizeable for fact finder 

investigators, michael schwanke. 

 

2/2/10  7am 

A wichita family doesn't want you to forget about h1n1--and how dangerous it can be.  Hospitals and 

clinics say it's quiet now. H1n1 may not be in the news much anymore, but paul enegren (in-a-grin) thinks 

about it every day. His wife, carolina (kara-leena) has been in intensive care since october.  Paul says the 

whole family got h1n1--he and the boys recovered quickly--carolina’s (kara-leena) body reacted 

differently.  It overreacted--causing severe lung damage. He says a lot of people have their doubts about 

h1n1 and the vaccine, but he says they shouldn't. It’s still out there it's still flu season you need to get a 

shot.  Both via christi and wesley say they are seeing few to no h1n1 cases, but there also not seeing the 

regular seasonal flu either. That usually happens later this month or into march, and that's when doctors fear 

h1n1 could make a comeback.   

 

2/3/10  7am 

  Since then... Her mom says speech therapy has helped her make great progress.... Long nat pop.   Moira's 

mom... Says no professional has ever linked her daughter's autism... With a vaccination. But many parents 

have... Based on study by doctor andrew wakefield... Just like any parent who gets a diagnosis, they want to 

know what a cause is, so its easy for the parent to say, that must have been the vaccination. Reality is we 

don't know what causes autism. Wakefield's research is now being retracted. Connie erbert says... She's 

taken dozens of calls from parents... Concerned about what this new development means for their child. It’s 

scary because a lot of parents weren’t going to vaccinate so a lot of children were at risk for flawed 

research. Dr. Wakefield's research is being called dishonest... And misleading. More than a dozen other 

studies have refuted his findings. Today it’s a sigh of relief because we can now say that this was flawed, 

parents have more info to talk to doctors, and they have more info for parents.  Moira's mom hopes that 

means... The debate over autism... And vaccines is over for good. 

 

2/4/10  7am 

Scientists studied the sleep habits of 110 healthy adults who sleep well. The findings show how the oldest 

sleepers actually slept the least, about 45 minutes less than the youngest ones. Specifically, in an 8 hour 

period, the 20-somethings slept on average a little over 7 hours. The 40 - 55 year olds slept little under 7. 

As for 66-93 year olds? They slept only about 6 and half hours a night. "The question is how much sleep do 

you need? And how much sleep do I need to feel good," said Neurogeneticist Dr. Louis Ptachek of UCSF 

Dr. Ptachek and his team are deciphering the mysteries of human sleep, by studying fruit flies. "We can 

learn a great deal from studying fruit flies that will ultimately benefit understanding human biology," said 

Dr. Ptachek. As for the study, the doctor agrees not everyone needs the same amount of sleep. "Women 

require a lot of sleep to feel good and to perform well," he said. "Others can sleep much less and still be 

immensely productive and feel great." However, even if it turns out older people don't need as much shut-

eye, Dr. Ptacek believes most Americans of all ages are still pretty sleep deprived. 

"There are some things that get better with age, but response to sleep deprivation appears to not be one of 

them," said Dr. Ptachek. 



 

 

 

2/5/10  7am 

Home-grown ...and only for pain.  A kansas lawmaker wants to legalize medical marijuana. Representative 

gail finney -- a democrat from wichita -- introduced the bill...it would allow doctors to prescribe 

marijuana...as a pain treatment. Patients would only be able to buy pot from state-registered distribution 

centers.  The bill also requires the marijuana be kansas-grown. 

 

2/8/10  8am 

Did you know that according to the national highway traffic safety administration, more accidents occur 

during the winter time as opposed to the Summer time? In fact, 36 percent more happen in january as 

opposed to july and this is the reason why the ice and the snow. All that winter time mess. And that's the 

reason why we’re here in steamboat springs at the bridgestone winter driving school with mark cox.  "mark 

what are we going to do today?" "well, basically we're going to jump in the car, go out on the track, and 

teach you the skills you need to get around safely and have a little fun in the worst possible conditions." "it 

sounds scary and fun and amusing all at the same time."  "winter driving should be fun. There's no need for 

it to be scary."  "let's get to it."  "how deceiving can winter conditions be? Snow on the road. Ice on the 

road."  "you know winter conditions can be really deceiving because it may look like it's snow and 

underneath it could be just black ice just glare shiny ice. And it's hard to tell. So it's important that you as a 

driver make sure no one is behind you and every now and then hit your brake and see how much traction is 

available." and on this course traction will be hard to find. Coated with more than 250-thousand gallons of 

water. This experience is like driving on a hockey rink.  "the more slippery it becomes the more you have 

to anticipate each action from steering to braking to accelerating." one of the first lessons: the weight 

transfer of your vehicle plays a bigger role in controlling your car than the steering wheel.  "ohhh" (heading 

into snow bank) "don't turn more. Turn back straight." "the compulsion." "see how when you turn less it 

steers more. It's totally counter-intuitive but sometimes less steering is more effective. Choose just the 

perfect amount of  Steering. Not too much, not too little and if the car doesn't turn, don't give into the 

tendency to just keep steering more. It won't help. In fact, it makes it much worse." another difference 

maker? The type and condition of your tires. "you have to remember that a half worn winter tire performs 

like an all season tire. A half worn all season tire performs like a summer tire. And really, a Summer tire 

has no place in winter conditions."  but mark says the best thing to have in place when facing those icy 

roads is the wealth of experience. "like a pro." (beeps horn). That's a wrap. There you go." 

 

2/12/10  7am 

Fact finder 12 wanted to know...what is a stent? Well, a stent opens clogged arteries.  Doctors start by using 

a balloon to open the artery...and then place the stent inside.  Stents are mesh-like and help keeps the artery 

open. Doctors say it's a common procedure after bypass surgery -- which former president Clinton had 5 

years ago. 

 

2/15/10  7am 
road crews closed the entrance ramp to eastbound Kellogg from Washington overnight.  It's part of ongoing 

construction in the area. Traffic officials expect more congestion on Kellogg as a result. The ramp will be 

closed for at least the next two weeks. 

 

2/16/10  7am 

State lawmakers will be talking about a new seat belt law today. A bill in the senate would make wearing 

your seal belt while driving a primary law. That means officers can pull you over just for not wearing it. 

The measure is scheduled for debate later today. 

 

2/17/10  7am 

The world's fittest man i had won 6 iron mans in hawaii, world championships. I was the oldest champion 

of the race at 37. But allen was not always a winner. I had disasters happen. I had races where i would be in 

the lead, and then towards the end i would fall apart and someone would pass me and go on for victory and 

i couldn't put it together. From chump to champ? I went from defeat to victory by changing what was going 

on inside. And, that meant completely rethinking what it really means to be fit a journey allen details in "fit 

soul, fit body". Part of the plan: letting go of the need to win as well  as the *no pain no gain* mentality. 

We're just not set up to push ourselves really hard every time we go out and exercise. That actually will 



 

 

sabotage us.  Especially, it now appears, as our bodies age. Regular exercise may help protect an aging 

body against chronic disease. But extreme, intense exercise may put an older body in danger. "if you push 

your body to the limit all the time, that is high stress and if you do that all the time, that is not good for your 

health”. Experts say there's a cost:  high chronic physical stress can lower the body's immune system as 

well as boost the production of a stress hormone called cortisol. "high cortisol levels can lead to 

cardiovascular disease".  This is the prettiest one they've had. To remain active and healthy as we age may 

just mean going slower. But that doesn't mean going without an iron man. I'm just so happy that i'm able to 

do it. 74-year-old harriet anderson of san carlos just completed her 18th kona ironman. Her favorite one? 

Her first twenty years ago. At the tender age of 53. When i crossed the finish line, i was just in 7th heaven. 

Harriet plans to be back in kona  next year. She needs to dial it back. I'm not as fast , and my recovery time 

takes longer i need more sleep, i do get tired, when i get tired,  i rest more, but i just keep going.and i can 

do the distance: as for mark, he's traded his time trial bike for a beach cruiser.. And ocean swimming for 

surfing. Getting older, wiser and slower - just as long as you're moving. 

 

2/18/10  7am 

First it was take off your shoes -- now it's hold up your hands... Next time you fly...the t-s-a may want to 

take a swab of your hand -- to look for traces of explosives.  Yesterday security officials showed off the 

machines that will be used.  T-s-a agents will choose travelers at security checkpoints and swab their 

fingers...”Right now we do it on a randomized basis, so somebody who is a potential terrorist can not 

predict there will be a swab or not a swab." "we we would not want to see it implemented in a 

discriminatory fashion for example, in a disproportionate way against muslims and arabs.  Some critics 

have raised concerns about profiling. Officials say heart medication and fertilizer can also trigger the 

machines. 

 

2/19/10  8am 

You wouldn't expect a trip to the hospital to make you sicker than you were before. But that's what happens 

to a small percentage of patients who contract infections during their stay. The march edition of consumer 

reports focuses on central line infections, which account for the most severe and potentially deadly 

infections in the intensive care unit. "many studies suggest that up to 50% of icu patients who get these 

infections may not survive their hospitalization."  consumer reports says about 30-thousand people die of 

central line infections each year.  These infections were once thought to be an accepted risk of hospital 

care. Now, experts say they're largely preventable, when proper safety techniques are followed. "the 

hospitals that have zero infections...and by the way, there's 105 of them across the united states, i think the 

important thing they do is they make this a high priority right from the top."  we wanted to see how well 

local hospitals are doing. "first thing...prior to the procedure we always use a surgical scrub."  registered 

nurse dan ast runs a training program at via christi hospital in wichita.  Part of his job is making sure 

doctors and nurses follow a specific series of steps to prevent infection."what this does is put a full body 

drape over the patient, protecting a larger sterile area in which to work and keep things more clean."  

consumer reports says the purpose of its investigation is to make people aware of hospital infection rates 

and encourage more hospitals to make their data available to the public. "i'm not opposed to publishing 

stuff and that.  But it needs to mean something. Dr. Hewitt goodpasture runs the infection prevention 

program at via christi.  He says hospitals have to be careful about publishing infection data because there 

aren't universal definitions.  In other words, not every hospital collects and reports information the same 

way...  "there's sort of a suggestion that this is some kind of dirty little secret that hasn't been reported and 

it's being hidden behind the scenes and therefore the poor unwary consumer doesn't know where to go to 

the hospital...that's just baloney."  goodpasture says the infection rate at via christi last year was 1.2 

infections for every one thousand days that patients were hooked up to central lines.  That's about 40% 

below the national average.  Via christi points out that it has the only burn unit in wichita and treats a high 

number of cancer and diabetes patients.. The numbers are also low at wesley medical center.  The hospital 

says it has a goal of zero infections, but admits that's not easy to achieve because of how complex its 

patients' problems can be."we truly believe that the one patient that gets an infection that they didn't have to 

have...is truly a problem." wesley says it had an infection rate of .7 -- that's about 65% lower than average.  

Wesley says the keys are communication and attention to detail. "we are a total team.  We create a culture 

where people can say gee i don't think that was quite right or gee doctor you really do have to put on a 

mask before you do that procedure and that becomes a culture and that culture change then actually drives 



 

 

towards excellence."  hospital infections will never be eliminated.  Doctors say there are simply too many 

variables involved.  But experts agree that greater accountability will ensure they're kept to a minimum. 

 

2/22/10  7am 

A Kansas woman says she's a big fan of the state's effort to ban texting while driving.  Melinda Thomas 

says a texting driver caused crash that nearly killed her and her daughter.  The crash left both of them in the 

hospital for weeks.  Thomas says she thinks if the Kansas house follows the senate's lead there would be 

fewer accidents. 

 

2/23/10  7am 

STATE BUDGET CUTS to Medicaid waivers are taking a toll on people with disabilities.   This year the 

state cut medicaid by 10 percent.  The state uses waivers to keep people in their homes and out of 

institutions.  It's cheaper for the state and gives the disabled a better quality of life. 

 

2/24/2010  7am 

A 60-year-old man from the Topeka area dies of h-1-n-1.  He is the 28th person in the state to die from the 

disease.  Health officials say he had a previous health condition.  His name has not been released. 

 

2/26/2010  7am 

A state-wide smoking ban is approved Thursday.  Smoking will now be banned in restaurants, bars, 80 

percent of hotel rooms, daycares, workplaces, taxis and limos.  But smokers can still light up in private 

clubs, casinos, tobacco shops and designated areas in nursing homes.   

 

3/3/2010  8am 

President Obama will unveil his plans today for moving ahead with health care reform.  He says he's 

willing to consider some G-O-P suggestions made at last week's health summit... but that likely won't be 

enough to sway Republicans.  One suggestion includes undercover investigations of healthcare providers 

who get federal money.  The President is expected to urge Congress to work quickly to pass the legislation. 

 

3/4/2010  7am 

Toyota's fix may not be fixed. The transportation department is hearing from some toyota owners who say 

they're still having trouble with unintended acceleration after their cars were repaired.  It’s a limited number 

of complaints, but the agency is checking into it.  Toyota recalled more than 8 million vehicles in the last 

few months. 

 

3/8/2010  7am 

President obama's back on the road today.  He's heading to arcadia university in pennsylvania to deliver a 

speech on health care reform. The president and top democrats are pushing to pass the stalled overhaul by 

the end of the month. There is still some doubt they have enough votes to make it happen. The white house 

says the legislation would reshape the nation's 2-point-5 trillion dollar industry by expanding coverage and 

cutting costs. 

 

3/10/2010  7am 

New studies suggests it may not be a good idea for your little leaguer to play like a big leaguer.  The studies 

show more and more young baseball player are suffering arm injuries.   Pitchers and catchers under the age 

of 15 often experience tightness of a shoulder ligament.  If the ligament isn't stretched, it becomes tighter -- 

making an injury more likely as the player gets older.  Some of those injuries can only be fixed with 

surgery. For young kids -- it could mean permanent damage so severe they can't play baseball anymore. 

 

3/11/2010  7am 

The time for talk is over it's time to vote. President barack obama again pushed back against republican 

calls to start over on health care legislation... as he pushed his plan in Missouri Wednesday. The insurance 

industry isn't starting over. They just announced a 39% rate increase in California and a rate increase of up 

to 60% right across the border in my home state of Illinois 60% in one year. That’s the future. That’s the 

future if we fail to act back in Washington- people who say they were victimized by private health 

insurance companies- or a lack of  insurance- told their stories to members of congress. they are actually 



 

 

hurting us and with my high blood pressure, this is a sentence of death. but top republicans say the 

president's plan is too costly... and won't fix problems with insurance companies. 15 million are going to go 

into Medicaid and 15 million are going to go into insurance plans, the very people they say are so terrible. 

as democrats plan for a vote on the bill before April- opponents are turning up the heat. the u-s chamber of 

commerce has announced a multi-million dollar ad campaign against the democrats’' plan...  and 

republicans aren't giving any ground. if they pass it - it will be the paramount issue that will see a lot of 

them going home for good after the November elections. In Washington, I’m Samantha Hayes. 

 

3/12/2010  8am 

A statewide smoking ban is expected to be signed by the governor this morning. You won't be able to 

smoke in restaurants, bars, 80 percent of hotel rooms, daycares, workplaces, taxis and limos.  But smokers 

can still light up in private clubs, casinos, tobacco shops and designated areas in nursing homes. The ban 

would go into effect July 1st. 

 

3/15/2010 7am 
Mexico is vowing to bring to justice the criminals responsible for this heinous scene over the weekend. 

American consulate employee Leslie Enrique and her husband Arthur redelfs -- both u-s citizens -- were 

driving through the city of Juarez Saturday when they were gunned down in broad daylight. The couple's 

baby who was sitting in the back seat was left untouched. The brutal murder took place just minutes after 

the husband of another consulate worker was killed -- his two children wounded. All three people had 

attended the same social gathering before the attacks. Authorities suspected a drug gang hit but didn't offer 

a motive. Drug gang violence has made Juarez one of the deadliest cities in the world, with more than 25-

hundred people killed last year alone. President obama quickly condemned Saturday’s murders. The recent 

wave of violence also prompted the state department to authorize government employees to send their 

family members out of some parts of Mexico. The deaths of the three people with ties to the American 

consulate occurred during a particularly bloody weekend in Mexico. Roughly 50 people were killed in 

apparent gang violence. More than half died in the tourist hot spot of Acapulco -- four of them beheaded. 

Since president Felipe Calderon declared war on the cartels in 2006, nearly 19,000 people have died in drug 

violence. Many of those have been rival drug traffickers and police but the fear now is as violence 

continues to escalate.... So will the number of innocent victims. 

 

3/16/2010 7am 

A reader's digest study says Kansas has the best highways in America. The survey looked at safety, 

pavement condition and congestion.  Road construction projects could be scrapped because of the budget 

shortfall. Governor Parkinson has proposed a one cent sales tax increase.  Part of the money raised would 

go to another comprehensive transportation program. 

 

3/17/2010 7am 

Kansas lawmakers will take up the issue of medical marijuana today. Lawmakers in Topeka will hold an 

informational meeting about a proposal to legalize pot for patients with certain chronic health problems.  

Medical marijuana advocates Dave mulford will be there.  He smokes pot to cope with hernia pain... I don't 

want to be high, I just want to live without all of  this pain.  That's it. We know it's an uphill fight, but there 

are already 14 states have it legalized.  Political experts say the legislature isn't likely to pass a medical 

marijuana law this session.  But, today's meeting will help lawmakers learn more about the issue and the 

reasons why people support it. 

 

3/18/2010 7am 

Kraft foods announced yesterday it will cut the salt in its products by about 10 percent over the next two 

years. The move it aimed to attract and keep health conscious consumers.  A company spokesperson says 

the changes will affect more than one-thousand products. They also say it will eliminate more than 10 

million pounds of salt over the two-year period.  Kraft produces Oscar Meyer, easy Mac and Velveeta 

among other products. 

 

3/19/2010 7am 

These are ads the government doesn't want kids to see....pitching tobacco products they're too young to buy 

legally.  Mike bucher started smoking when he was 17. "I didn't get carded, I didn't get id'ed. It's easy to 



 

 

buy cigarettes." so the f-d-a is rolling out new rules designed to stop children from ever trying cigarettes. 

These historic rules will help our  kids stay healthy. The regulations that take effect in June…prohibit  the 

sale of cigarettes and smokeless tobacco products to anyone under 18 the sale of packs with fewer than 20 

cigarettes, sales  in vending machines, and free samples.  But the FDA says selling cigarettes to kids is not 

the only problem -it's also the way they are marketed. "i think advertising had a significant effect on people, 

starting to smoke when they're young because they're more vulnerable to that kind of stuff." in fact.. A 

study in this week’s pediatrics journal   shows the camel number 9 ad campaign dramatically increased 

brand  awareness among teenage girls. So the FDA also plans to...  Stop tobacco companies from:  

 - sponsoring sports or entertainment events  

 - offering give-a-ways with the purchase of tobacco products 

 - And selling hats and t-shirts with cigarette logos  

The tobacco companies insist that they are already working to prevent youth from using tobacco.    

 

3/22/2010 7am 

New airport security plans go into effect this week --- including scanners at the Kansas City international 

airport. Those are expected to be activated today.  At other airports, travelers will be scanned, swabbed, 

thoroughly patted down, or even all three. It all comes as the obama administration tries to beef up security 

after the failed Christmas day bombing. 
 
3/23/2010 7am 

It's the last week for Sedgwick County’s h-1-n-1 flu vaccine clinic... The county health department opened 

the clinic last fall at the old Wichita mall on harry street..To meet the demand for the vaccine.  The clinic 

will close this Friday. Any remaining doses will be available at the health department office on west 

central. 

 

3/24/2010 7am 

With the ink barely dry on health care reform legislation, the fight rages on in the senate over a package of 

'fixes' to the bill. Hopefully we'll be able to repeal the most egregious parts of this and replace them. If any 

changes are made to the 'fixes' bill - it goes back to the house for another vote, which could prove 

complicated since many of the 'fixes' were necessary to gain the support of reluctant house democrats. 

Republicans have already introduced amendments - like one from senator john McCain that would repeal 

all so-called 'sweetheart deals.' They are provisions that were not allowed or provided to every other state in 

America.  Democrats say its an effort to hold up progress. One cute little amendment after the other ---butt-

-all of it is designed to do nothing else but one thing, and that is just delay. Meanwhile, more than a dozen 

states' attorneys general filed suit in federal court Tuesday - challenging the bill passed by the house 

Sunday night. Its about constitutionality, its about forcing people to buy health insurance.  The federal 

insurance mandates in question don't kick in until 2014, but starting this year, the bill will allow Americans 

to purchase coverage despite pre-existing conditions. Coverage will also be available for those dropped by 

their insurers after getting sick. . Small businesses will also start getting tax credits to help cover their 

employees. In Washington, I’m Nicole Collins.  

 

3/25/2010 7am 

The food and drug administration will hold a hearing today to discuss the risks of indoor tanning. The new 

health care law includes a tax on anyone who uses tanning beds. Millions of Americans frequent tanning 

salons, especially young adults.  Tanning salon owners say they take precautions, such as not allowing 

customers to tan more than once a day. “We educate them on the exposure schedules that the FDA has 

given us.   We dont want them to get red we don't want them to get overexposed, "saying that there's a safe 

way to tan is almost saying there's a safe way to drive drunk.”  The world health organization says tanning 

beds contribute to the cause of cancer.  But the f-d-a currently classifies them as low-risk. 

 

3/26/2010 7am 

The west Wichita y-m-c-a warns of a possible exposure to m-r-s-a (mirsa) .  A child playing in the "kid-

zone" last week had the infection.  Parents with children who visited the kid-zone in the last week are asked 

to look for signs of mrsa -- doctors say it usually starts with small red bumps. The y-m-c-a has since 

cleaned the kid-zone area. 

 



 

 

3/29/2010 7am 

This week, saline county commissioners will consider a plan to buy thermal imaging cameras for the fire 

department.  The cameras allow firefighters see through smoke to find a people trapped in a fire.  Saline 

County would receive a grant from the federal government to cover some of the cost of buying the 

equipment. Mark is up next with another check of your forecast. 

 

3/31/2010 7am 

Some kids really cook on video games. Can a video game actually get them to cook? "Things like this can 

mean the difference between healthy and fit or not..." Michelle Obama has challenged video game makers 

to create active games and to get kids eating right, part of her war on obesity. Nintendo thinks it has the 

skinny on what she's looking for with America's Test Kitchen. "What Ninetendo has had a lot of success 

with on the DS is making titles that are very mass market, that would appeal to an entirely different 

demographic." "So can this thing actually get kids cooking and eating healthy? I don't know. Let's see. We 

got three 13 year olds...Matt Leo and Allie...to put the game to the test. We added Jill Santopietro of 

chow.com to the mix as an adult supervisor. Each cook becomes a player in the game and is assgined tasks. 

"cut panchetta..." Allie's on it...with style...and a sharp knive. Luckily Jill was around to give some tips. 

Otherwise this video game could end up with real blood and gore.  There is some bang bang involved 

though no guns. "Thinly slice the mushrooms... Matt wields a his knife differently that he would in Grand 

Theft Auto. "So you gonna run out tomorrow on the playground and tell your buddies, 'I played this 

awsome game, it's great, you got to try it." "Probably not." "It's not really a game, more like an interactive 

recipe book." So it won't replace Mario, but it might just bring parents and kids together in the kitchen, and 

get them to sit down together. "It's a really great start as a far as creating a game for cooking, but I want to 

see more fun, more game, more cartoon characters..." Among the things it also lacks...An app that helps do 

the dishes. 

 



 

 

POLITICS Q-1 

 
1/1/2010 7am 
On this final day of 2009 - this is one of the last times you'll hear the blender at scotter's.  The coffeehouse 

is located inside the Andover public library.  Patrons say an ideal location to get a snack...and draw people 

in. Certainly does.  We were talking about maddy here.  She has a study group she comes here with.  

Sometimes they'll come in here and get a smoothie or whatever.  But two days ago...the coffeehouse 

learned it must shut down...because of a looming city tax bill.  Andover applied for tax-exempt status 

because the library is a public building.  But recently, found out that status was rejected by the state...likely 

because the coffeehouse is inside.  The city is appealing the decision...and believes it should still qualify. 

Name me one football field that's at a school which is tax exempt which doesn't have a concession stand.  

This is no different than a venture like that. But in the meantime, the coffeehouse is caught in the crossfire.  

No more customers, no more jobs, a small business forced to shut its doors.  A situation some patrons say 

could've been avoided. If the city was surprised by the state that they suddenly demanded taxes they 

should've communicated that immediately.  Whether the state failed to notify them or whether they failed 

to notify scooters i don't know but i know scotters didn't discover it until two days ago.  That's just wrong. 

Well, feels kind of sad.  Sorry to see them go. 

 
1/4/2010  7am 

Threats by al Qaeda in the Arabian peninsula against targets in Yemen have Prompted the closure of the u-s  

and British embassies there. What we do is to take every measure possible to ensure the safety of our 

diplomats and citizens abroad. So the decision was made to close the embassy, we're working closely with 

the Yemeni government on taking the proper security precautions. A senior administration official says- the 

closing of the u-s embassy was because of a specific, credible and ongoing threat. Critics say closing the 

embassy sends the wrong message. I am afraid that this gives a sign that we are pulling back---butt-- when 

we've got a lot of interests to defend in Yemen, and they ought to start with the embassy. Yemen - 

considered by some to be a safe haven for al Qaeda - is receiving support from the u-s in its 

counterterrorism efforts... But, the president's terror czar said this weekend that Yemen will also get some 

Yemeni detainees from Guantanamo bay--as planned--as the administration looks to close the facility. 

Some are concerned about the move-- given the ongoing terror threat.  Because the odds are that they will 

end up in the fight against us, planning Attacks on the United States of America. Still, others defend the 

decision. They're being very careful about how they're releasing any of these people.   

 
1/8/2010  8am 

A reno county attorney who brought a dud grenade into court will not face charges. Attorney sam kepfield 

says he used the grenade to make a point to jurors about the term "imminent threat" at a trial in november.   

During that trial, kepfield pulled the pin on the grenade and set it on the prosecutor's table.  Reno county 

attorney keith schroeder asked the state attorney general to determine if the stunt warranted charges.   The 

a-g's office responded this week saying the actions did not justify charges. 

 
1/11/10  8am 

Also today, governor parkinson will talk about the financial crisis in his state of the state address.  

parkinson will unveil his budget for the next fiscal year.   you can watch the speech tonight online at kwch-

dot-com.  we'll stream it live starting at seven.  eyewitness news will be topeka.   look for kim wilhelm's 

reports on eyewitness news tonight. 

 

1/13/10  7am 

Kansas lawmakers what to make a drug used to get high illegal. K-2 is legal and has chemicals in it that are 

very similar to t-h-c -- the chemical found in marijuana that gives the user a "high".   Lawmakers who want 

to ban it say k-2's become popular with teenagers.  The bill would make possessing, using and selling 

products containing synthetic chemicals illegal in kansas.  

 

1/14/10  7am 

It's day 2 of jury selection for scott roeder's murder trial. Part of the process will be open to reporters. 

Attorneys are questioning potential jurors behind closed doors.  They are asking what they call highly 



 

 

sensitive questions, involving views on abortion and personal medical histories.   Both prosecutors and 

defense attorneys fought to keep jury selection closed.  The attorneys feared the presence of news cameras 

would keep jurors from being open and honest. "this is a tough one because it involves potential threats and 

safety issues, and i certainly understand concerns that have been raised, but i still think that all of those 

concerns become more heightened the more you hide from the public as opposed to do things out in the 

open." there's a look at the jury questionnaire.  It had been sealed until wednesday.   The 20-page document 

asks about employment, marital status, and children.  A few questions specifically relate to abortion, and 

others ask what you know about dr. George tiller. 

 

1/20/10  7am 

Lawmakers are talking about texting again! A kansas house committee is considering a bill that would ban 

texting, instant messaging and e-mailing behind the wheel.   But it contains exceptions for navigation 

systems... And drivers reporting a crime or emergency.  If passed... Violators would receive warnings 

during the first year.  Then a one hundred dollar fine would take effect in july of 2011. Similar measures 

have passed in 19 states and the district of columbia. 

 

1/22/10  7am 

jurors hear how prosecutors say thomas etheridge set up funding for his theme park. Etheredge is accused 

of misleading investors about his finances for wild west world.  the park closed just a couple of months 

after it opened in 2007.  prosecutors say etheredge influenced family members and fellow church members 

to give money.  etheredge's charged with nine counts of securities fraud.  The trial will continue later this 

morning. 

 

1/25/10  7am 

The white house says job creation will be the focus of this week's state of the union address.  The president 

has been traveling the country and speaking to workers and those still in search of a job.  He has already 

called on congress to pass a bi-partisan jobs bill.  The state of the union is wednesday night. You can watch 

it right here on k-w-c-h 12 starting at eight o-clock. 

 

1/26/10  7am 

wichita city mayor carl brewer will deliver his state of the city address tonight.  it will start at 6 at city hall.  

you can also watch it live on the city government cable channel 7.  Mayor brewer told the wichita eagle his 

speech will include recruiting new businesses and retaining the ones already here. 

 

1/28/10  8am 

New this morning. Kansas senators approve a bill amending the current state budget.  the vote approves 

cuts and transfers made by governor mark parkinson.   before that vote, the kansas senate rejected a bill that 

would have restored 22 million dollars in cuts for medicaid reimbursements.  meantime, a house committee 

rejects the governor's idea for a state sales tax increase. The governor wanted to raise the sales tax by a 

penny.  Parkinson said the plan would bring in enough money to close a 400-million dollar budget gap. 

 

1/29/10  8am 

2 candidates for a u-s senate seat are scheduled to face off today.   congressmen todd tiahrt and jerry moran 

will take part in a candidate forum.  the event is in topeka.  moran and tiahrt are vying for senator sam 

brownback's seat. 

 brownback is running for governor this year. 

 

2/1/10  7am 

President obama's nearly 4-trillion dollar budget proposal goes to congress today. The plan includes a 

request for one hundred billion dollars to create jobs    it calls for the continuation of some middle class tax 

breaks and small stipends for people on social security.   The plan also includes tax increases on the 

wealthy and a spending freeze on many government programs.  Experts say the budget as it's proposed 

would increase the deficit to a record breaking one-point-six trillion dollars.  

 

2/2/10  7am 



 

 

President obama announces his plans to overhaul the nation's "no child left behind" law.   Monday, the 

President said he wants to rework the way public schools are judged.  That includes scrapping a 

requirement that states increase the percentage of students meeting standards each year.   Dr. Linda 

Mitchell is an education professor at WSU.  She says teachers are excited about the idea, saying test scores 

have become too much of a focus in the classroom. More and more we're asking them just to be compliant 

with system requests rather than allowing them to really deliver the professional knowledge that they have 

in the best way to teach students. Dr. Mitchell says before an overhaul moves forward, she hopes the 

administration will talk to teachers.   The president also plans to raise math and science standards....offer 

greater financial incentives to districts that perform well... And create a grant program for teacher 

recruitment and retention. 

 

2/4/10  7am 

Jurors in the thomas etheredge trial will hear more testmony today from the owner of wild west world.  

Etheredge was on the witness stand for 6 hours wednesday.   he's charged with several counts of securities 

fraud.    Etheridge talked about a chapter in his book "real men, real faith".   He says it's not a legal 

document, but personal testimony about his relationship with jesus christ.   Etheredge admits...he left some 

things out -- like his conviction in the 70s for writing a bad check.  today, the defense will begin asking 

questions about the failed theme park. 

     he's accused of lying to its investors. 

 

2/9/10  7am 

Opening statements start today in the trial of israel mireles. He's charged with the murder of college student 

emiy sander.  Her body was found along the side of a highway in late 2007 --prosecutors say mireles killed 

sander in his hotel room, dumped her body and fled to mexico -- it took a year and a half to bring him back 

to the u-s. Follow the trial at kwch-dot-com.  Denise hnytka will be blogging live from the 

courtroom...beginning later this morning. 

 

2/11/10  7am 

We the jury find Mr. Etheredge guilty of securities fraud as charged in count two. A jury finds Thomas 

Etheredge guilty on seven of nine counts of securities fraud.  The case involves investments in the failed 

the failed Wild West World theme park.  Jurors reached the verdict Wednesday...after 12 hours of 

deliberations.  Go to kwch-dot-com for more details.   Etheredge now faces 14 years in prison. 

 

2/15/10  7am 

Former president bill clinton could go back to work today.  It comes days after mr. Clinton received two 

stents to open a blocked artery.  Clinton was put in a New York hospital Thursday, under went the surgery, 

and released the following morning.  He's expected to have a full recovery. 

 

2/17/10  7am 

A Kansas house committee has been asked to reject a plan to impose the state's sales tax on residential 

utility bills.      the bill would eliminate a sales tax exemption on residential water, electric and natural gas 

bills.  The measure would raise 182 million dollars to help close a budget shortfall.  but an attorney for an 

agency representing residential customers, says many utility customers already are struggling to pay their 

bills. 

 

2/18/10  7am 

The Kansas lottery approves a new contract with this casino for Sumner county -- Chisholm creek casino 

will have a hotel right away --  and a gaming floor with 13-hundred slot machines and 40 table games.  It 

also must spend 225-million dollars... 

 

2/19/2010 7am 

From the legislature a bill to bring passenger trains to Wichita...makes it through another step.  Right 

now...there are only freight trains going through Wichita - the northern flyer alliance has been fighting to 

change that. Yesterday, the Kansas senate passed a bill that would create rail service from Kansas City to 

Texas.  It would also let the state enter into a contract with amtrak. The bill's now in the statehouse. 

 



 

 

2/22/10  7am 

Kansas is closer to banning texting while driving. A bill was passed in the state senate Friday that contains 

a few exceptions.  An Abilene family is one of the bill's biggest supporters. Melinda Thomas says a driver 

who was texting behind the wheel ran her off the road.  The crash nearly killed Thomas and her daughter. 

Both spent a few weeks in the hospital and are still going through physical therapy.  She says it was an 

accident that could have been avoided. Just to stop pull over, text. I mean your not going to get in any 

trouble for doing that.  Thomas says she isn't against talking on cell phones...just texting.   She believes a 

state law would reduce the number of accidents. 

 

2/23/10  7am 

President Barack obama returns to what had been his top domestic priority last year- overhauling the 

nation's healthcare system. Monday the white house released what it describes as a "compromise" between 

the two bills passed by the house and senate- a nearly 1 trillion dollar, 10 year plan. Top republicans are not 

on board. The longer Washington sticks with that failed approach to health care, the  

Longer Americans have to wait for the real reform that will lower cost and lead to a better system. 

The white house says the president's plan would:  

-ensure health care coverage to 31 million Americans.  

-increase subsidies to help people buy insurance 

-and block excessive rate hikes by insurers.  

The administration's plan does not include a government run health care option -- a sticking point for 

republicans and some democrats and the president's proposal would eliminate controversial state 

exemptions to dodge increased Medicaid expenses. This is kind of -- the administration describes it as his 

opening bid, if they were actually in negotiation.  The white house is challenging republicans to counter 

with their own plan before a televised health care summit Thursday. If they're not the party of no, Thursday 

is the perfect venue to be the party of yes. 

 

2/24/10  7am 

Seven candidates are now running for the district one seat in the u-s house. The district covers western and 

central Kansas. It's the seat jerry Moran will leave behind as he runs for u-s senate. Now our exclusive fact 

finder 12 scientific survey shows -- many republican voters still don't know who they'd pick.  If the primary 

were today...State senator Jim Barnett would get 23 percent of the vote - state senator Tim huelskamp gets 

16 percent.  Rob wasinger ... Former chief of staff to senator Brownback gets 8 percent.  23 percent of 

voters are undecided.  Four other candidates combine to take 15 percent of the vote.  Another 15 percent 

said they'd vote for some other republican.  Candidates have until June to file for the race. 

 

2/26/10  7am 

The Kansas senate approves a ban on k-2.  Supporters say the synthetic drug mimics the effects of 

marijuana.  The bill is now waiting for the approval of Governor Parkinson. 

 

3/1/10  7am 

This week, governor mark Parkinson will announce how the state plans to deal with a tax shortfall. 

January's tax collections were 71-million dollars lower than expected.  The governor says that could mean 

more budget cuts are needed, but that's a last resort. 

 

3/2/10  7am 

 A Wichita family will ask lawmakers this week to stop cutting funding for the disabled.  Pat and aldona 

carney have a severely autistic son.  Neil is in constant motion and needs one on one care, 24 hours a day.  

Since the state cut back on funding...Neil has received less assisted care.  His parents say that was the only 

time they had for themselves.  The carneys are headed to Topeka...to try and make lawmakers understand 

families with disabled children need help.  They have no idea how time consuming and overwhelming and 

exhausting it really is.  We're going to make sure they know about it. The state cut Medicaid 

reimbursements and disability waivers by ten percent...affecting thousands of disabled Kansans. 

 

3/3/10  7am 

 Fact finder 12 continues to cover the Kansas budget crisis. A bill that could help the state get out 

of...money trouble makes it past a committee in Topeka.  It’s a bill many Kansans residents don't like 



 

 

because it puts a tax on utility bills.  The measure would generate almost 170 million a year for the state.  

But because it's such a tough sell politically...there's a chance the bill won't make it much further. The 

committee didn't endorse the bill, but said it should go up for debate in the house. 

 

3/5/10  7am 

Governor Parkinson will hold a news conference this morning about the current state budget. February's tax 

revenues were 71-million dollars lower than expected.   The state must now make up the difference.  In the 

past --- the governor said there would be no more funding cuts.  He now says it's the last option. 

 

3/8/10  7am 

Votes are being counted....and soon Iraq will be under new leadership. This is the country's second election 

since the fall of saddam Hussein.  Despite tight security---dozens were killed in Election Day attacks.  The 

threat of violence didn't stop the more than 19 million registered voters-- who say this election means too 

much to miss.  “This is very important for us, for everybody, for our future, for our children's future."  "We 

as Iraqi people put all our faith and our trust to this election, and we will really hope that this election to be 

an honest election."  57 people were killed in Sunday’s bombings.  With more then 6-thousand candidates 

competing for 325 parliamentary seats…it's expected to take months before the new government is in 

place. 

 

3/10/10  7am 

 Many people who are unemployed may soon see their jobless benefits extended.  A jobs bill cleared a 

major hurdle in the senate Tuesday.  The nearly 140-million dollar bill would provide additional benefits to 

people who've been out of work for more than six months.  It will also provide tax cuts to small 

businesses...and teachers who buy their own school supplies. 

 

3/12/10  7am 

 House leaders are gathering again today to discuss health care reform.  The white house originally hoped 

that house members would have a bill ready by next week before president obama leaves for Asia.  But 

lawmakers are still waiting for a final cost estimate.  Once it comes in, house speaker Nancy Pelosi say 

members will have at least a week to review.  With not a single republican support the current bill Pelosi is 

also having trouble rounding up enough votes among democrats to pass the bill.  A small group of 

democrats are holding out for stricter abortion language. 

 

3/15/10  7am 

Today, the white house will send congress a blueprint for overhauling the no child left behind act.  The 

obama administration wants to reward schools for progress instead of punishing those that come up short.  

Under the current system, states can lose federal funding if schools fail to show yearly progress.  The 

blueprint also calls on states to make sure students are better prepared for college. You can read the white 

house's plan now at k-w-c-h dot-com. 

 

3/16/10  7am 

It's another idea to fix Kansas' money troubles.   A Wichita lawmaker comes up with a plan that he says 

will increase taxes...raise money...and still help people struggling with their own budgets. Wichita senator 

les Donovan is the tax committee chairman.  He suggests raising the sales tax to six percent permanently -- 

to raise 260 million dollars a year -- after three years.. Donovan's plan would then get rid of sales tax on 

food. "i mean, those who can't afford food anyhow or have trouble buying food...it would make it easier for 

them if they didn't have sales tax on it." eliminating the food tax would only apply to store-bought 

items...not prepared foods from restaurants.  Donovan presented his idea after hearing from lobbyists who 

are against raising the sales tax -- the lobbyists told lawmakers Kansas could lose business to surrounding 

states with lower tax rates. 

 

3/17/10  7am 

Kansas lawmakers will take up the issue of medical marijuana today.  Lawmakers will hold an 

informational meeting about a proposal to legalize pot for patients with certain chronic health problems.  It 

will help lawmakers learn more about the issue and the reasons why people support it. 

 



 

 

3/18/10  7am 

Selling synthetic marijuana is now illegal. The state's ban on k-2 goes into effect today.  The ban also 

outlaws chemicals used in a new form of ecstasy. Lawmakers say k-2 was becoming popular with teenagers 

who were using it to get high. 

 

3/19/10  7am 

Republican lawmakers in Kansas announce their plan to balance the 20-11 budget.... Without raising taxes.  

Senate republicans also proposed a plan of their own.... Involving tax increases, to fill a 364 million dollar 

budget hole.     Lawmakers from the house and senate will now have to reconcile the two versions. 

 

3/22/10  7am 

"The reform needs to be passed now, not tomorrow, now.” Health care reform wasn't the only hot topic in 

d-c yesterday.  Tens of thousands of people gathered on Washington’s national mall to support immigration 

reform.  Organizers of the so-called "march of America" say they want to create better wages, working 

conditions, and labor protections for Native Americans as well as "legal" and illegal immigrants.  President 

Obama taped a message for demonstrators. The president said he'll work with congress on a bill to fix an 

immigration system that he says is broken. 

 

3/23/10  7am 

As president barack obama prepares to sign a sweeping health care reform bill into law- opponents of the 

legislation say the fight is not over. 11 state attorneys general -all republican- say the bill is unconstitutional 

because of its mandate requiring most Americans to buy insurance. If you’re going to do something, you 

need to do it in a constitutional lawful manor and we don't believe they have when it comes to the 

individual mandate.  The white house expressed confidence the legislation won't be threatened by lawsuits. 

My advice from counsel is that we'll win these lawsuits. Intense debate is expected to continue as the 

package of fixes to the health care bill heads to the senate for approval... Republicans say they'll try to 

block the measure. As the g-o-p campaigns against the bill- president barack obama is scheduled to 

promote the plan to a still skeptical public- setting the stage for a public relations battle. The republicans 

plan to launch a blitz against it. And i think both sides to some degree have overplayed their hands. The 

republicans claim we're going to see socialism in the morning, we're not; the democrats claim we're going 

to see an end to suffering in the morning, we're not.  President Obama’s first stop Thursday will be the 

same state where in 2007 he started his drive for health care reform- Iowa.  In Washington, I’m Samantha 

Hayes.  

 

3/25/10  7am 

The reconciliation bill that aims to fix parts of the sweeping health care legislation signed into law this 

week must go back to the house for another vote.  According to a senior democratic aide, republicans found 

two minor provisions that violate senate procedure. The aide said he was confident lawmakers will deal 

with the issue quickly. In recent days, republicans have vowed to use every parliamentary tool available to 

weaken or defeat the legislation. What we'll try to do, enforce the rules of the senate. If we're able to 

succeed will stop them from making a bad bill even worse.  Democrats have already defeated more than 

two dozen republican amendments aimed at derailing the legislation...  Tuesday - senate majority leader 

harry Reid had this to say about the g-o-p and their tactics: their only concern is they have been about 

throwing roadblocks in front of anything we do to try to improve health care for America.  That sounds 

harsh, but that's what they've done.    

 

3/26/10  7am 

If you haven't filled out your census form yet...you're not alone.  So far, 30 percent of Sedgwick county 

households have mailed it back.   Census officials say they're not surprised...they understand people are 

busy with work..and taking kids to sports...and even watching the nc-double-a basketball tournament. They 

hope people take a few minutes to fill it out the 10 question form and return it.  It looks real easy just fill in 

the blanks.   If you forget to put it in the mail...expect a census worker at your home as a friendly reminder. 

 

3/29/10  7am 

A protest outside of a roman catholic church in New York City Sunday.    Demonstrators say they're upset 

about the pope's response to a sex abuse scandal in Wisconsin. The pope is accused of stopping the church 



 

 

trial of a child molesting priest years ago.  The protesters are calling for the pope to be replaced.     Catholic 

law doesn't allow for that to happen.  A pope can only be removed from the post if he voluntarily resigns. 

 

3/30/10  7am 

President Obama will sign the health care overhaul's "fixes" bill today.  He'll do it in front of students at 

northern Virginia community college.  Congress approved the fixes last week. The legislation covers a 

number of items..And allows the government..not banks..be the primary lender to students seeking loans. 

 

 

 


